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A REPORT TO THE COLORADO STATE FLAMING COMMISSION

COVERING A SURVEY MADE ON A LIMITED BASIS OF THE

PROBLEM OF MENTAL DEFICIENCY AS A STATE RESPONSI-

BILITY IN COLORADO WITH REPORTS ON THE STATE HOME

AND TRAINING SCHOOLS FOR THE MENIALLI RETARDED AT

RIDGE AND AT GRAND JUNCTION WITH SOME RECOMMENDA-

TIONS BASED ON THESE STUDIES AND OBSERVATIONS

Ernest N. Rose lie

Superintendent, Southbury Training School

Consultant on Institutional Planning and Administration

December 195^

FOREWORD

On invitation of the Colorado State Planning Commission it vrcis

the privilege of the writer to spend three days in your state in late

August and early September, last, in various contacts, observations and

studies related to mental deficiency as a state problem in Colorado

with particular reference in these contacts to the state's approach to

the problem and to its facilities and programs for serving these re-

sponsibilities of organized society in your state with the understand-

ing that a report would be made covering such observations and recommen-

dations as were deemed to be of possible help.

The writer regrets most keenly the delay in preparing and sub-

mitting this report due to rather corDplete and unanticipated preoccupa-
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tion in meeting responsibilities elsewhere vhich vere of such a nature

that they could not he set aside.

He particularly regrets that the submission of the report is

delayed beyond the term of office of Governor Thornton for whom he has

the utmost respect as an outstandingly capable and devoted public serv-

ant and to whom he is deeply indebted for fine courtesies very kindly ex-

tended on his visit and for the understanding and complete cooperation

given by his staff in the making of the study. The delay has made it

necessary to address the report to the State Planning Commission rather

than to the Governor as previously arranged.

In addition to the courtesies extended by the Governor, the

writer desires to record that he is very appreciative of the many cour-

tesies extended to him during his stay in the state by the Planning Com-

mission and its Director and by other officials and public -spirited cit-

izens. He refers both to warm cordiality extended to him and to the ex-

tent and variety of contacts, as well as to the very complete arrange-

ments made for his visits about the state. They all constituted one of

the most pleasant experiences of his career and he is deeply grateful.

From a previous meeting in Connecticut with the Director of

the Commission, while visiting our Training School, to the numerous con-

tacts of the writer on his visit to Colorado he has been most favorably

impressed with the caliber of your leaders interested in this problem

and with the depth and sincerity of their interest in it. The luncheon

meeting, which closed the writer's visit to the state, with its attend-

ance of two hundred representative citizens gathered shortly on invi-

tation of the Governor and representing some twenty-five different agen-
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cies, will always remain an inspiration to the writer not only in effic-

ient mobilizing of public interest in a bause but also in the caliber of

the gathering and in the depth of interest displayed in the problem.

The depth of this interest and these efforts constituted not

only a personal inspiration but they revealed, in the devotion to this

cause and quality of leadership engaged in it, factors which augur well

for the future of this problem in Colorado.

The writer was further inspired on his visit to Colorado to

find that, unlike most other states to which he had gone in a similar

capacity, his visit to Colorado was sponsored not by organized citizens

of the state who were beseeching the state to provide help for them in

meeting the problems of the mentally retarded, but by the state govern-

ment itself which had become of itself alert to the problem and was at-

tempting to work it out in several directions to a better solution.

A FROBLEM OF MANY FACETS

During his visit to the state the writer was privileged to not

only study the two state schools in their present program but to counsel

with state leaders, particularly at the luncheon, on an over-all ap-

proach to the problem of mental retardation in the state with the state

schools given their proper perspective and suggestions of a wider ap-

proach for the problem as a whole.

This latter coimseling on an over-all, state-wide approach to

the problem, which the writer considers the more valuable of the serv-

ices he could render to the state, was largely presented in its essen-

tials in the address given at the luncheon o The complete implementation
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of the approach suggested in the luncheon, address vould not only do much

to meet the problem as a vhole in the state; but as one of the net re-

sults, could conceivably reduce the need for and the importance of state

schools in the picture as a whole. With the address an essential part

of the writer's thinking in your problem, a transcript, edited for this

report, is included as a part of this report as Section IV.

With this larger program as a whole being accepted as a chal-

lenge for implementation as a long range, over-all program, a section

of this nine -point program - namely, the problem of the state schools -

is one which, Judged from expressed interest, is in the immediate fore-

ground for consideration.

REPORT ON STATE SCHOOLS

The writer will, therefore, present as a part of this report

one section on each of the two schools . In these he will attempt to

evaluate each in the limited time which he had to observe them with such

suggestions and recommendations as he may have to make

.

SECTION ON COMMON FACTORS TO BOTH SCHOOLS

To save time the writer is preceding these two sections of the

report with a section on certain factors which will be found to be can-

mon in the consideration of each school and its program.

SECTION ON STATE OPERATION OF WELFARE PROGRAM

Following the foiir sections of the report previously referred

to, the writer is presenting as Section Five certain general thoughts
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and something of a philosophy with implementation on the operation at the

state level of a state program of institutions and welfare activities for

whatever values they may have.

APFEMDICES

Three appendices, comprising studies which are frequently re-

ferred to in the reports on the two schools, are added as the final sec-

tion of the report.
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SECTION ONE

GEKSRAL NATURE OF THE STUDIES OF TjE _TWO TRAINING SCHOOLS

AND

PRESENTATION OF CERTAIN FACTORS

COMMON IN A STUDY OF SUCH SCHOOLS

Ernest N. Rose lie

Superintendent, Southbury Training School

Consultant on Institutional Planning and Administration

December 195^

With the approval of Governor Thornton it was the privilege of

the "writer on August 30th and 31st, last, to inspect the facilities and

programs of the two state homes and training schools for the mentally de-

ficient in Colorado which are located respectively at Ridge and Grand

Junction. The administration of these institutions at the state level

was under the direction of Mr. J. Price Briscoe in his capacity as State

Director of Institutions. This position is filled by appointment of the

Governor and the incumbent is directly responsible to the Governor.

JOINT ADMINISTRATION AT EACH INSTITUIION

At each of the two institutions is found a joint administration.

At Ridge Dr. A, C. Sudan is Superintendent and Mr. James E. Hinds, Di-

rector. At Grand Jimction Dr. Sudan is, likewise, designated as Superin-

tendent with Mr. A. S. Kennett as Director. The writer was informed that
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Dr. Sudan supervised both institutions as a physician; while the two so-

called lay superintendents operated each respectively as an administrator.

At Ridge the writer was accompanied on his inspection and visit

by Mr. Hinds and, likewise, by Mr. Williams, Director of the State Plan-

ning Commission, as well as in certain areas of the institution by the

supervisor of the activity. On the inspection and visit to Grand Junction

the writer was accompanied by Mr. Williams, Mr. Briscoe, Mr. Kennett and

Mr. Hinds, as well as by supervisors of various activities.

VISITS LIMITSD IN TIME AM) SCOPE

The visit to each of these institutions was limited in time and

scope by necessities beyond control of the state department or the writer.

The immediate visits comprised not over five hours at Ridge and four

hoiirs_at^Grand Junction.

The above personal observations have been augmented by generous

statistics and outlines of objectives and programs very cordially sup-

plied to the writer by the director of each institution. For this as-

sistance he is most grateful.

On a visit thus limited in time an observer with sufficient

background in the field could possibly present a fairly good evaluation

of the physical plant in its general characteristics as related to desir-

able facilities for an enterprise charged with such responsibilities.

Any evaluation, however, of the program of the institutions to have sub-

stantial value would obviously require a minimum of at least three days

for either institution. In such an effort one needs to see more than the

physical equipment and meet the administrative and supervisory personnel

\
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of an, institution. He should come to knov firsthand a goodly number of

the rank and file of the personnel in their daily work; and spend some

time directly with a considerable nxanber of the commitments themselves in

their activities throughout a complete day and evening. This was, of

course, impossible in the development of this study and report.

Within these limitations the writer will present for each of the

two institutions such information as he was able to gather. These facts

thus recorded and something of their interpretation and evaluation by an

outsider may constitute the more valuable part of this report. They will

be presented with such impressions on program, morale, personnel, etc. as

the writer personally gained in the visit, together with such comments

and recommendations as occ\ir to him.

The report is offered on this basis for whatever value it may

have and with a very keen desire on the part of the writer to assist a

state which is so thoroughly desirous of going forward in its objectives

and practices. The value of the report may be enhanced somewhat by the

fact that the writer has directed over a period of three decades several

complete institutions covering this and closely related fields and has

also had the privilege of visiting and observing institutions on a wide

scale throughout the nation.

PDESEETIKG CERTAIN FACTORS
COX-miW STUDY OF SUCH SCHOOLS

The writer is first presenting in this introductory section,

preceding the reports of the individual institutions, some thoughts on

philosophy and procedures covering certain featiores of organization, oper-
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ation and plant vhich would be common to both institutions. These in-

clude such items as (1) devices and procedures for the essential individ-

ual study and classification of charges and trainees as individuals; (2)

the use of practical workaday situations for training and therapeutic

purposes with these charges; (3) organization and procedures of adminis-

tration; and {k) philosophy and procedures for functional planning of a

plant or its units including a master plot plan.

This organization of materials will save time in the presen-

tation of the report as a whole. Such application as may be made of each

of these four features as it pertains to the work and problems of each

individual institution will, it is hoped, be plain.

(1)

CIASFIJICATION STUDIES

FITTDJG SQUCRg PEGS HI J—O HOLES

A common and highly important feature of training our charges

; in each of these institutions, as we all know, is to approach each on an

/

/ 1

individual basis. In dealing with any of thess deviates or problem

children and youth effectively each must be studied first and followed

J
all along the line as an individual if satisfactory results are to be

loped for. Mass handling is simply out of the question. The problem is

I

^^uch too challenging for that if helpful results are expected.

This implies that in the case of each admission a thorough

study must be made at once of the background, capacity, health, interests

and outlook of each individual. This, of course, means that qualified

persons to make these studies m\ist be a part of an organization and that

\
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an organizational device must be at hand which provides for (a) the de-

tailed study of each individual as to background, health, capacity and

interest, outlook, etc.; (b) the assembling of these studies and their

clinical analysis; (c ) their interpretation and consideration by a quali-

fied group; and (d) their implementation with periodic check-up of all

factors. ^

It was the writer's impression that personnel and organization

for such studies and prccediu-es were rather completely lacking or decid-

edly limited in this very important and basic matter in each of the in-

stitutions studied. In one institution it was stated that classification

studies were done by teachers. No psychologist was found listed in the

organization of either school, although a school psychologist was referred

to at one of the schools, perhaps on a visiting basis. With psychology

such an essential science Xn evaluating and 7mdpa-standing these childi^n,

this all gave the writer much concern.

Eather than go into detail here, there is appended as Appendix

A to this report a recent paper by the writer and Dr. E. Louise H. Porter

detailing quite completely an organizational setup and techniques to pro-

vide for these very important studies and to implement their use. These

the writer has had the privilege of developing, implementing and refining

in practice for many years in several institutions which he has directed.

The plan has been found to be not only practically indispensable but

markedly successful in both institutions for the retarded as well as the

delinquent. Its adaptation, or featxires of it, to each of the insti-

tutions studied would seem both imperative and practical. He will again

refer to it in the report for each institution.
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USE OF THE WORKADAY SITUATIONS OF AN INSTITUTIONAL
COMMUNITY IN TEE TBAINIKG PROGBAM OF ITS CHARGF^

In the two institutions studied the great challenge is not

only kindly, hurcane care "but the training or conditioning of those com-

mitted to it for more purposeful, happy and useful living within the lim-

its of their endowments whether they must remain in the institution, as

the case may "be, or have capacity to be placed out under state super-

vision to help pull their own oar. This attention to this matter is the

individual's right as a human "being and as a member of society. It all

connotes that this challenge should be met as fully, as quickly, and as

effectively and realistically as possible.

PRACTICAL TRAINING SITUATIONS ABOUND

Very fortunately, as to training and conditioning, an insti-

tutional commimity has assets in the training of its charges which no pub-

lic school system can approach in the extent and variety of practical

training opportimities which the workaday situations of an institutional

community so richly provide . In our public schools education must be

carried on largely within the walls of a brick building in a world of

books; and in an atmosphere but remotely related to life in its practical

everyday aspects. On the other hand an institutional community simply

abounds in practical, real life opportunities and facilities for training.

Compared with the simple manual arts shops of schools - if indeed there

are any shops at all - and with the improvised household arts units of

the average public school, the institutional community operates all the
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activities which feed, clothe, and house hundreds and thousands vho live

in its community daily in the most practical fashion. It cares for the

lawns and the gardens and runs the farms. It operates a laundrj'' and has

its own tailorshops, barter and "beauty shops. It maintains and repe.ii's

all its "buildings with its own staff of mechanics in many of the trades.

It operates its own fleet of motor cars. In many it runs power and heat-

ing plants. It cares for the sick and in many the young and helpless.

What a gold mine of educational and training opportunities are at hand for

use in training our charges I
- even within their limitations - if we c£-n

"but realize on them with resourcefulness, imagination and skill I The

writer has little patience with any situation which allows persons to juist

sit around who have any potentials whatever to "be organized for any kind

of purposeful or worth-while activity.

PABTICULAELY ADAPTED TO OUR CEABGES

It is fortunate, moreover, that many of these practical workaday

situations are of the very kind of learning situations which are "best

adapted to serve those living in the institutions in which we are inter-

ested. These trainees do not deal well, if at all in many cases, with

abstractions. They gain their satisfactions in life in working with their

hands in the more simple vocations of life endeavor.

TECHITIQUES IN USIKG THESE SITUATIONS

With the training opportunities at hand so abundant, their wide,

effective and proper use in the training and therapeutical welfare of

charges requires much imagination in their utilization; special knowledge
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and techniques in their use; and highly effective organization in their

operation to see that they serve their purpose effectively and with due

consideration to all interests involved and particularly those of the

trainee himself.

Fortunately, vocational education has developed over a period

of many years effective techniques for training in trades and other prac-

tical vocations. These techniques of job analyses; training levels and

the like are all available to us in the literature of vocational education

for the training of our charges in the institutional community laboratory

of practical situations in which it is our fortune to work, Far too lit-

tle has been done in using them.

The writer has presented this general picture quite in outline

of the training opportimities in an institutional community to delineate

the challenge and as a basis for further consideration of the use of these

opportunities and facilities in the individual institution. He does de-

sire to say at this point that in the two institutions studied he found

some use being made of these opportunities. Their effective organization

and balance as between their use in production and for training purposes

he was scarcely able to measure in the time available. In the report for

each it may be, possible to suggest extensions and this general presenta-

tion may, therefore, be helpful in developing policies and techniques for

the more effective use of these opportunities.

SAVES TIME

In addition to the practical assistance of these opportunities

in training our charges in skills, they enable us to speed up our efforts

N
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r
I in their "behalf. The cost of inaintaining in. any institution those who
i

can he trained for self-support, is costly and in the interest of conserv-

ing our funds the joh should he done without waste of time. /

(3)

ADMINISTEATIVE ORGANIZATION
AND PROCEDURES FOR STATE SCHOOLS

As the writer has said elsewhere, any institution of size en-

gaged in the problems of care, treatment, training or rehabilitation of

those of our people who are found to be in need of such specialized serv-

ices is basically a large and complicated operational and management enter-

prise. Even a_^smaller institution with its variety of problems is any-

thing but a simple administrative project. Many institutions compare in

the extent and diversity of their management problems with sizable busi-

ness and industrial enterprises. To bring together in one plant, covering

in many cases hxmdreds of acres and encompassing scores of structures, and

\ with it all of the problems of housing, feeding, clothing, recreation,

training and treatment of hundreds and even thousands of individuals, in-

cluding the selection, assignment and training, not to mention housing and

feeding, of the requisite personnel in their wide range of qualifications,

is indeed a large management enterprise. It cannot be otherwise. I^ny

of the problems of an institution are moreover concerned with the highly

technical and specialized services required for the deviate and the ill

in those of our social structure entrusted to us, thereby further chal-

lenging and complicating its management problems.
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BBOAD. EFFECTIVE ORGANIZATION REQUIRED

It would seem self-evident that a problem of such scope and

character with its ramifications and potentialities could hope to be well-

managed in all its factors only in the hands of a carefully developed,

well-balanced, well-oriented and efficient administrative organization.

This must extend to all levels from top management to department heads and

supervisors down to the rank and file, if it is to do a job measuring up

to its responsibility and comparable in effectiveness to that being done

in business and industry. W--^ in institutions deal primarily with human

beings. Industry and business deal largely with machines and materials.

Due to the transcendent value of those products with whom we work, society

has every right to expect that our enterprises be as well or better managed

than are those cf business and industry. This is no plea for the tradi-

tional coldness of business management in institutions with relatively

little thought to the considerations, the kindnesses, the human tenderness

which must characterize our work as we deal with human beings. Rather, it

implies that if we are to assure to our work these very factors in the

handling of oui- problem, efficient management is a prime essential. Poor-

ly organized, inefficient management begets tragic emissions in these

fundamentals

.

SOME GENERAL THOUGHTS ON "^^
m?lAGEM£i')T IN TEE TWO INSTITUTIONS .'

^~'

In the two institutions visited there was some evidence that in

certain instances and features there was excellent direction. In others

the direction and results seemed to range from extremely poor to fair and
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good. Again the writer did not have time to measure this hdghJy impor-

tant featiare as he vould have liked to, to be of maximtm help. Ee is cer-

tain he sav in each institution, even on the basis of casual observations,

large opportunities for improvement in organization of programs and facil-

ities and in their administration. Those directing each enterprise seemed

to be conscientiou8_and attempting to use well their own background and

the facilities provided to dc a good Job. ^^e subordinates were of very-

evident high caliber, but on the whole the writer did not find, it seemed

to him, anything like enough of the latter in any case to carry this im-

portant work forward as it should be,

COMMON RECOMMENDATIONS ON PEBSONNEL

Roughly, his recommendations in this important matter for each

institution would fall under the following:

(1) The most important individual, of course, in the whole or-

ganization of directing such an enterprise is the person who heads the in-

stitution as the administrative and professional leader. Institutional

personnel in the main consists of persons without too much background or

training for the difficult task of caring for, training and leading others.

They must, therefore, look to the director for both professional training

and direction, as well as for the all- important matter of inspirational

leadership.

The person who assumes this very important responsibility should )

/ be first of all a person of strong and most wholesome character with a gen-
f

1 uine interest in children and youth. He is the leader of hundreds, both

/
children and personnel, and these character attributes of understanding,

integrity and humility are a pri^ requisite.

Secondly, he should be a good administrator. Good administrators
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are probably born, not made. He needs sound Judgment and background to for-

mulate policies based on his ovna background and that of his associates. In

a problem of such diversity no one mind has all the answers. To encourage

their expression; to be receptive in receiving the ideas of others better-

informed than he many times in special problems; and how to marshal them

for results, is a very important quality of an administrator. He must know

how to delegate responsibility and authority to others.

In addition to the above it is the feeling of the best -informed
j

persons in this work that the director of an institution for mentally re-

tarded should possess a full and thorough professional background in one of /

the four main disciplines in this problem; namely, medicine, education,

psychology or social service. This is not only a problem requiring capac-

ity for leadership but it is one requiring technical knowledge in a problem

of mankind which is anything but a simple one.

(2) The further development or rounding out by the superintendent

or director of a thoroughly coordinated staff of department heads, each

having been selected, or already selected, for high competence in his par-

ticular field; then, with the dignity befitting his training, given full

charge of his department with essential support; checked frequently and

thoroughly for results; and given due credit for same is highly important.
\

Each department would naturally be organized within itself on the same basis.

w

Such an organization will produce top results in any problem. At least (

eight such departments are needed to operate an enterprise of this character.

The writer would list them under the following heads: Medical and Health

Services; Home and Community Living; Education and Training; Psychological

Services; Social Service; and three service departments of Business, Plant
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and Farm. In smaller Institutions these service departments might be

combined,as for instance, placing Plant and Farm under Business. The five

clinical positions listed first are each essential to the successful op-

eration of such an institution.

While it is highly desirable in this connection to procure as

competent help as possible in the rank and file positions in institutions •

and character requirements must never be lowered - it is possible with an

administrative and sx^ervifeory staff of the caliber and direction de-

scribed above to produce consistently good results even though there be

some mediocrity in rank and file positions.

(2) The providing of facilities for housing; for gracious liv-

ing; and for professional growth of such a staff, are requisites to at-

tracting and holding the above caliber of staff heads so essential to the

successful management of these projects. To the writer these factors

seemed to be met, on the observations available to him, from fair to ex-

cellent in the institutions studied.

Such general thoughts as the writer has for possible construc-

tive help in this problem of administration are contained in a paper which

was prepared with much care and thought for presentation to the American

Association on Mental Deficiency and for publication in the Joia*nal of

that association. A copy of this paper is attached as Appendix B as a

part of this report for whatever help it may be in making this report con-

structively helpful.

Among other items the paper contains a chart on staff organi-

zation with both personnel and duties delineated which it is hoped will

have some suggestions of possible value. It can be said for the plan
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vhlch vas developed with much care over a period of years that it has

functioned successfully in the operation of institutions similar to those

we are studying and has at the same time trained for superintendencies

fourteen men who have gone from these staffs to such opportunities.

SOME ESSEKTTAIS IN TEE FURTSJS DEVELOPMET^T OF INSTITUTIONAL
PLANT UNITS AND FACILTTIES COMMON TO ALj. INSTXTUTIONS

INCLUiJiXG A VuXSTEB PLOT PLAN OF PIAI?r

The plants of the two institutions studied were typical insti- -

tutional plants as they are seen throughout the country. While certain

individual units of each plant, particularly the newer units, gave sub-

stantial evidence of attention to the functional planning of the unit to

serve its special purpose, the over-all impression. and evaluation of each

plant was poor. It was quite evident that each had just grown without too

much attention to a realistic appraisal of the problem to be served or to

the final over-all result. The writer will cover this matter in some de-

tail in the report for each institution.

That these plants will be rebuilt in certain units; expanded in

others; and new sections entirely created, is to be expected in the modern

thinking now characterizing this state in this field.

In this connection the writer, therefore, desires to present in

this section of the report, Tor whatever help it may serve, certain gen-

eral principles and very briefly something of a philosophy in the planning

of physical plants or units of institutions of the type we are here study-

ing but without necessarily specific reference to Colorado institutions.

Later in the sections for each institution he will refer to specific needs
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trusting that something of the general principles presented may apply.

INSTITUTIONAL PIAin'S USUALLY POORLY PLANNED

To the vriter it is tragic that in the planning of the physical

plants of institutions the work is so often so poorly done. Most insti-

tutions have grown more or less like Topsy with relatively little cre-

ative ability "brought to "bear on at least the over -a11 planning of these

plants which are to provide a home, care and training for so many of our

fellow citizens. Modem business and industry would countenance little

of such planning as one sees in institutions most everywhere. Again, this

is not to refer to the Colorado institutions just visited but seems to

characterize institutional planning in general across the nation.

SOME REASONS

/ Too few of the professionals in the field have given the great ^
/

iamount of time, effort and vision required to make an analysis of the real i

needs and the essentials in a program of successful operation of insti- |

tutions in their relation to the physical plant and facilities. Too much
I

I

I

is left to architects who are in a service profession - i.e., to serve ^

those who are presumed to know exactly what they want. Not knowing it and

unable to get the assistance they need, architects do the best they can.

How unlike is this to industry in planning for the handling of

material things. In that field the operations engineer is in from the

start, filled with ideas anci demanding that the plant serve him lOC^ in

creating his assembly lines for the production, for instance, of automo-

biles. So very little of this in our field and so we find functional
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inadequacies and even monstrosities in functional layouts all over the

land in our physical plants of institutions.

GEI^EEAL PLOT PIAN

In the first place, so few institutional plants are planned and

built vith a general plot plan showing not only the location and inter-

relationship of all initial units hut the future units to accomplish the

goal the institution is presumed to accomplish. As a result, Topsylike

the institution grows. If a plot plan has never been developed it goes

without saying that one should be developed as soon as possible and par-

ticularly if new construction is contemplated,

PLOT PIAN SHOULD BE DEVELOPED EARLY

At the very beginning of functional planning a plot plan, wheth-

er for a complete institution or an addition thereto, should be done as

fully as possible and added to and refined as the plan is developed.

Finally, with the aid of the architect and engineer it will become a com-

plete plot plan. As such, it should be developed on two-foot contour

scale drawings. Every present building and every service facility and

each one contemplated for the future should be plotted in reference to its

relationship to every other building. In developing the plot plan each

building housing children or personnel should be oriented as to sun ex-

posure to secure maximum benefits in living quarters in this important item.

Particular attention should be paid to the elevation of each building so

that it may become an integral part of the terrain with due thought to

drainage, access, etc. A foot too much out of the groimd has affected
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forever the esthetic and efficiency factors of many buildings.

ROADS AW WALKS

All connecting roads and walks should he laid out vith much

thought to their functional efficiency in coordinating the activities of

the plant together with maintenance, snow removal, etc.

INSTITUTIONAL PIAKT SHOULD BE
AN ATTRACTIVE COMMUNITY LAYOUT

It is most important that in planning the entire institutional

plant it should not only consist of attractive units as homelike in their

individual design as possible but that the whole plant should be laid out

as near like a community or subdivision of a small city as possible. New

institutions must not be like the conventional institution - a group of

large structures pulled together, octopus like, around a power and heating

plant

.

PLANNING INDIVIDUAL UNITS

Each component unit making up the institutional plant, whether

as a part of the original project or additions, should be planned with all

the skill and vision which can be brought to bear upon it. The exact

function to be performed by each unit should be analyzed and determined

with great care and detail. Architects simply do not have this information

in these technical fields. One should not expect them to have it. They

do have the skills and techniques to use this information most effectively,

with much of their own, in planning our facilities so they will function

best; if we will but supply them with information on our needs as to pro-
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grams of care, training and operation.

More of a place must be found in institutional planning for

those who have a firsthand and a thorough knowledge of institutional op-

eration and administration in their diverse, specialized and somewhat in-

tricate functioning. To achieve this objective demands not only the de-

velopment of definite procedure, techniqiie and capacity in the matter, but

also strong and united leadership on the part of state and institutional

administration. Alert public school superintendents and their boards of

education have for a niJimber of years attained quite largely this capacity

and this recognition in the field of public school planning in owr pro-

gressive states and communities. As a result our public schools are now

being planned so largely on a thoroughgoing functional basis by educators

and architects working together.

0\Jir task is much more difficult. We must find a place for plan-

ning by those who know what the unit must accomplish in specialized serv-

ices not only for our educational units; but we must have people who know

expertly and firsthanded what facilities are required for happy, purpose-

ful living in an institution and available for help in the planning of our

housing facilities for those to whom the institution is their home and

their hope for a better day. Planning must be done as carefully for person-

nel housing; for recreation; for even the better business operation of the

enterprise

.

FUNCTIONAL PIAMING AT TWO SCHOOLS STUDIED ,

The writer desires to state that in his study of the two insti-
|

tutions he found fimctional planning of new units - namely, the large
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\

housing unit under construction at Ridge and the food unit at Grand

Junction - apparently done with thoroughness and skill. In these tvo

units he differs only on the general concept that dictated that these

were the type of unit, particularly the foroer, needed in these insti-

tutions .

Without unnecessarily belaboring this point of functional plan-

ning any further at this point, the writer is attaching again as Appendix

C of this report a paper which he prepared for presentation to the

American Association on Mental Deficiency and which was published in

their Journal in its issue of April 195^- It will be found to present

for those interested more fully the thoughts herein outlined on this mat-

ter which he believes to be of major importance to anyone engaged in the

administration and development of institutional programs. Special needs

in facilities will be covered in the report on each institution.

ON EXPAM)ING EITHER INSTITUnON

It is the writer's understanding that the state has a waiting

list for admission to each school. With the population of the state

growing and with the interest in this problem growing much more rapidly

through the impetus of parents' organizations and related movements, the
'

waiting list is certain to grow into some real proportions within the ^

next few years. The problem, therefore, faces yo-ur state as to how best

to meet the situation.

Each school is now in no sense a large school when compared

with the schools of most other states. Fifteen hundred to 2000 popu-

lation per school is very common and in several state schools the tragic

/
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figures of ij-OOO to 5500 are found. When the Southbury Training School

was developed between 1936 and 19^0 it was determined, after long and
j

/

careful study on the matter, that 1200 was the top limit for which to

plan the school if the results desired were to be attained. Even a

smaller number was thought still more desirable. Due to pressure of

waiting lists our school has now gone to l600 with accommodations being

provided which will bring it to l800. Our Board of Trustees deplores this

and has taken a most determined stand that the figure must under no con-

ditions exceed that now set. We know that our present number is too large

to enable us to continue with the same degree of success in the program

which we have operated.

/ The writer, therefore, counsels most strongly against making

these institutions much larger than they are at present. The large con-

il gregate institution, in the main, is this problem at its worst,

1 The writer is concerned most in the housing at your two schools

in the lack of what he regards as proper or adequate housing for high

grade and high middle grade students of capacity for training and place-

ment. With the exception of the renovated quarters of limited numbers in

the older building at Eidge, he saw nothing which seemed anywhere near

adequate.

MIGHT CONSIDSK EXPANSION

rr He would, therefore, feel that the state might consider for

/

!

each school its expansion beyond present populations by facilities for
I

approximately 220 students such as described above. He would recommend

that such new facilities be in the nature of six cottages - three for each

sex - with capacities respectively of 50, 36 and 2h. He would recommend
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that each cottage he a complete home unit with its ovn kitchen, dining \

room and living room, as well as sleeping quarters, and that they be lo-
^

cated most carefully in a c ommunitylike setting - three on each side of

the campus. They would do much to ameliorate the present congregate in-

stitution characteristic of the two schools

.

These cottages would supply facilities for the training and

preparation of many of this grade committed to you for placement and thus

be an economic factor of no small proportions which might justify the ex-

penditure for them. Seven hundred and fifty thus trained have been

placed out from the Southbury Training School in ten years, not only re-

lieving the state of their future care but with earnings which have ex-

ceeded $2,000,000.

A THIBD INSTITUTION

If the state determines not to enlarge to any great degree the

two present schools, it will become necessary to consider the establish-

ment of a third institution to meet the waiting list which is certain

within a short time to indicate such a need.

If the state decides on this course of action, an excellent op-

portunity will be present to plan on an over-all, modern and realistic

basis a new institution. It can then well be one so planned and so pro-

grammed as to insure the salvaging of many who might remain permanently

in conventional institutions.

Such an institution should be located with the following factors

in mind if maximum results are to be attained:

(a) On the outskirts or in close proximity to a sizeable com-

\
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munity which contains, if possible, a medical school and a teachers col-

lege . This situation not only makes available to such a training school

the services of such institutions of learning but it enlarges the oppor-

tunities for these institutions to be enriched by training opportunities

for prospective physicians, social workers, occupational therapists,

teachers, etc. in such a training school. The Southbury Training School

has such an affiliation with colleges and universities in each of these

fields and it is mutually a very satisfying opportunity.

Some city in jovcc state would undoubtedly meet the above con-

ditions and supply these advantages to such an institution.

(b) By locating the training school near such a center the

prospects of staffing the school with the better qualified persons so

essential to its successful operation are greatly enhanced.

Other things being equal, accessibility to families having

children at the training school should be considered.

REPORTS ON im)IVn)UAL INSTITUTIONS

With these generalizations and the common factors in the two

institutions out of the way, the remainder of the report will deal with

such reports on each institution as the writer was able to develop with

frequent references made to the common factors herein presented.
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SECTION TWO

THE STATE HOME AND TEAINING SCHOOL
Ridge, Colorado

SOME OBSERVATIONS AMD EVALUATIONS WITH RECOMMENDATIONS

Ernest N. Rose lie

Superintendent, Southbury Training School

Consultant on Institutional Planning and Administration

December 195^

The State Home and Training School at Ridge was founded in 1909

.

It serves eastern Colorado in the care and training of mental defectives.

It is conveniently located tr metropolitan Denver and, except for the

distances involved, is quite readily reached from the other communities

of the state which it serves. The institution is on the outskirts of

Denver, a few miles from the center of the city.

The plant is located on a slight elevation with a pleasant over-

look of much of the surrounding terrain with foothills and mountain

scenery at hand.

Despite the favorable general setting, the approach to this in-

stitution gives one a rather unfavorable impression of the plant as a

residence school due to the dcaninance of the powerhouse and the rear of

housing units in the approach. It is only as one gets into the grounds

themselves and among the buildings that he senses a campus like layout of

buildings which are in themselves quite attractive and surroxmding a

central caapus or green with a goodly nvmiber of trees, many of generous
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size. It strikes one as a bit unfortunate that this favorable part of
j

{
the picture cannot "be more dominant in one's first impression of Ridge.

The total acreage of the institution is approximately 380 vith

55 acres "being in the building area and the remainder in the farm and

garden area.

THE PIANI

The plant consists of some thirty-one structures of miscellan-

eous tjrpes. The four larger buildings, which house most of the insti-

tution's activities from children's housing to school and administration

facilities, while quite congregate in type, are of attractive architec-

ture of sand colored brick with red tile roofs. At least two of these

larger structures are rather striking in their design with colonnades and

gabled and dormered roofs. Trees close at hand add to their attractive,

inviting appearance. Some of the smaller buildings are not well-designed

and a few are poor.

ADMINISTBATION BUILDING

Of these larger buildings the Administration Building houses,

in addition to pleasant administration offices, a general commodity store-

room including walk-in refrigerator and meat cutting room; employees'

quarters of nine single rooms and a four-room apartment, as well as four

wards for II6 females classified in the following categories: high grades,

28; middle grades, 68; low grades, I6.

Twenty-nine employees operate this unit.
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COTTAGE I

Another large unit - Cottage I - contains housing in three ward

units for 101 cases classified as: high grades, 3j middle grades, l6; low

grades, 82. In addition to this population it houses the following units:

Hospital Ward for acute illness; Nurses' Office; Dental Office; ^fe.in

Dining Room; Medical Clinic; Beauty Shop; Barber Shop; Maintenance Shops;

and Crafts Boom.

This building contains some alterations including recently-

planned room layouts for children which very favorably impressed the writ-

er. The individual rooms and living rooms showed excellent functional

planning. This part of this congregate building had a real home atmos- /

phere and the writer strongly commends those responsible for it

.

Forty employees are employed in this unit.

COTTAGE II

Cottage II houses in four ward units I78 males classified as

follows: high grades, 30; middle grades, 73; low grades, 75. The unit

also contains six rooms for employees.

Nineteen employees operate this unit.

SERVICE BUILDING

The remaining unit of the four larger units is the Service

Building which functions as a general kitchen and cafeteria for the entire

institution as well as providing school facilities.

Two cafeteria units for students - one for each sex - accommodate

65 each. They are bare units with, of course, none of the atmosphere of
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a home. The employees' cafeteria is^ likewise^ quite uninviting for

persons engaged in a work which is drab at best.

This building also provides, as stated, the quarters for the

school and recreation departments as well as six employees' rooms. The

school facilities, while neat, seemed very limited for the 250 children

listed as having school contact. While the recreation director has

qxmrters for some of his work in the building, they are, likewise, very

limited. He does not work under the direction of the school department.

Nineteen employees operate this unit including cooks and food

service workers; school principal and instructors; and the recreation

director.

NURSES' HOME

The Nurses ' Home provides quarters for twenty-one employees

together with employees* recreation room and a general sewing room.

Four employees operate this unit.

EMPLOYEES' COTTAGES

There are three residences for employees. The writer inspected

none of the personnel housing facilities due to lack of time. This he

much regrets because the housing for personnel can be a major factor in

the successful operation of an institution.

POWERHOUSE AND LAUNDRY

The Powerhouse and Laundry are combined in one vmit which re-

quires seven employees.
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FARM UNIT

The remaining buildings are quite completely the units of the

farm area. The farm plant includes refrigerating -and slaughter unit as

veil as pasteurizing and homogenizing unit. Eight employees man the farm

activities.

HOUSEKEEPIMG 4'^^^^^^

While discussing the physical plant at Ridge the writer desires,

to commend in the highest terms the housekeeping which he found there.

This work is under the immediate direction of Mrs. Rafferty. The writer*

felt that he had never seen more efficient housekeeping in quarters for

mentally retarded children. It particularly impressed him "because of the

size of the units. The quarters were well-ordered and attractive with a

practical absence of odors. It was a splendid illustration of what can

be done under capable and devoted leadership and we congratulate this

leader on the high quality of her work.

NEW CONSTRUCTION

A large, one-story structure now under construction is planned

to accommodate \mder one roof 200 children and youth with complete kitch-

en, dining and sleeping facilities for the children - the latter ranging

from single rooms to six-bed dormitories - as well as administrative of-

fices for the institution; beauty and barber shops; five classrooms; the

infirmary; and a combination auditorium-gymnasium or all-purpose room.

While under one roof, the building is well broken up into segments with

good orientation and fenestration. The plans show that future additions
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are planned to "be added to this building.

This building and its place in the development of this insti-

tution will be discussed later in this report nnder HRrrOMMKTIDATTONS.

This completes « deflnrlption of the physical plant at Ridge and

some related matters.

POPUIATION

The population of the school on the date of the visit was 398

distributed by mental levels as follows:

CLASSIFICATION BOYS GIEIS TOTAL

High Grade 32 33 65

Middle Grade 82 78 l6o

Low Grade 100 Jl 173

Totals 214 18U 398

r
A commendable featiore of these two Colorado training schools is . \

'~~~--———~ vfif^
that the commitments are called students rather than patients. The latter tf

term the writer regards as a most unfortunate term in that it connotes

that they are ill persons in the sense that they respond to therapy or

can be cured of the condition which brought them to the institution. This

wide practice of calling these commitments to training schools "patients"

is probably a large factor in the wide misconception on the part of the

public that these individuals are very similar to those coimnitted to

state hospitals for the mentally ill when, in fact, they are radically

different. Many of the mentally ill once had good minds. They are, in

fact, sick and many can be cured. The mentally retarded, or mentally
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defective, are not ill in the sense that they can be cured. They can,

however, except for the most helpless, "be trained and this represents no^

only their right but the great hope in the problem.

The writer desires to commend Colorado for this heartening step.

The terminology, likewise, means much to the families. It is tragedy

enough for families to have a member who must live in one of these insti-

tutions, particularly if it is a younger member of the family, and to

feel that they are getting some educational opportunities is indeed a

lift

.

PROGRAM BEIKG OPERATED IN STUDENTS' HOUSIKG

Considerable reference has already been made to the daily llv- ~)

ing and recreation program being carried on in the housing units for

these individuals which seemed, with exceptions here and there, to be

quite limited.

IN THE SCHOOL

The school department operates five classrooms and a crafts

room with a room used for auditoriiim purposes. The educational units

were listed as including: academic work; speech correction; puppetry;

therapy; crafts; music; recreation and athletics. Recreation was listed

as including: movies; dances; and games.

The school facilities, while very limited for an institution of"

this size, had the favorable impression of equipment arranged informally

to meet the special needs of these children. Illustrative materials, so

needed with this type of child, were very scarce. Crafts work had been
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introduced fo\ar years ago. The principal, who is -well-informed in the

work, expressed a desire to have the work less from books and more prac-

tical as it did seem rather academic in content for so many of these

children.

The classes were not in session during the writer's visit and

this factor, together with the limited time available for the visit, made

it difficult to get more than these very general impressions. The writer

gained the impression that the principal and teachers whom he met were

professionally-minded, capable, devoted, conscientious and doing the best

they could. They desired to do better. Their influence in the program

seemed limited to the building and its classrooms with little or no

relation which could be observed by the writer to the gold mine for train-

ing presented in the many practical activities of operating the insti-
•**-<kI.»ij«BW«««f^

tutional conanunity. The very significant field of recreation In the ^ .\^.

training and rehabilitation of so many of these students did not come

under the school's direction. It would seem that at least the daytime

activities should.

USE OF WOPKADAY SITUATIONS IN TRAINING

In the following activities used in the operation of the insti-

tution students were assigned in the numbers indicated at the time of the

visit as helpers. The writer had no opportunity because of limitations

of time to know by whom and how these assignments were made or to study

these opportunities for training to evaluate how many were, in fact, train-

ing situations or simply production or operating situations. He did not

gain the impression that they were being well-used or well-organized
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considering their great values.

FAEM:
Activity

General farming
Dairying
Poultry
Hogs
Gardening

No. of Trainees

5 "boys

7
"

1
"

1
"

1
"

HOUSEHOID AIDS:

Kitchen vork
Dining room work
Laundry work
Cottage work
Caring for small children
Housekeeping on wards and in

cottages

6 boys - 1 girl
Ik

"

10 " 11 "

1 " 3 "

7 " 22 "

56 31

MAINTENANCE TRADES ;

Carpentry
Painting
Lawn work
Boiler room
Storeroom

1 boy
1

"

6
"

2
"

1
"

GENERAL COMMUNITY WORK :

Household duties - full time
Household duties and yard work

part time

2 boys - 5 girls

3 " 4
"

This situation witn its opportunities will be commented on

under recommendations and suggestions for this school.
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PERSOM^IEL OEGANEATION

The folloving facts are presented as covering the over-all

personnel organization at the time of the writer's visit:

AT)MINISTRATiyE AW SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL:

Superintendent
Executive Assistant
Director of Nursing
Phys ic ian
Dentist

Supervisor of Maintenance
and Construction

Administrative Assistant II

Dietitian III
Accountant III

Total

PERSONNEL OPEPATII^ COTTAGES :

Nurse II 's - R.N's.
Attendant Ill's (Supervising)
Atte^idant II 's

Attendant I's
Total

6

i^5

61

TEACHING PSRSOrH'JEL:

Teaching Principal
Instructors
Recreational Supervisor

Total

1

5
1

MAINTENANCE FSP'SONNEL:

Property and Supply Officer
Pluuber II
Carpenter II 's

Mechanic II
Painter II
Grounds Foreman I

Stationary Engineer
Stationary Fireman II
Laundry Foreman

1
1
2
1
1

1

1
k
2

Total Ik
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FARM PERSONNEL:

Dairyman III (Working Foreman)
Dairsnman I

Farmer III
Farmer IV (Working Foreman)
Farmer Ill's

FOOD SERVICE DEPARTMENT :

Cook III (Head Cook)
Cook II 's

Food Service Workers

OTHER PERSONNEL:

1
1
1
1
k

Total

1

5
6

Total

8

12

Seamstress II (Working Foreman) 1
Seamstress I's 2

C lerk-Stenographer 1
Clerk II 1
Clerk-Typist I 1
Clerk-Typist II 1
Domestics 2

Total 9

GRAND TOTAL 126

SOME EVALUATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is difficult for the writer to give the kind of thoroughgoing

evaluation of this project which he would like so much to give due largely

to lack of time to know well a project of this extent. He has previously

referred to this handicap and with an understanding of this factor in the

situation he will attempt to give such thoughts as he has with the hope

that they may prove constructively of help.
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PEBSOMKEL AND PROGRAM

The writer has previously referred tmder Section One to de-

sirable objectives in personnel and in staff organization and develop-

ment. With a plant having the limitations of Ridge in meeting its chal-

lenge, a strong, we 11-organized staff is the best guarantee of results.

A thoro"ugh study needs to be made of the effectiveness of the

present classification studies with their required follow-up at Ridge.

Nothing is more important in projecting, organizing and operating the

work of this school. Each child should be known as thoroiighly as pos-

sible with all the light of science in this field brought to bear on

him. Additional psychological service is a prime necessity and two psy-

chologists would seem a minimum. Not only are they needed to evaluate

the capacity and interests of each student, but they should be actively

engaged in therapy for the problem and emotional^ maladjusted children

so large in nianbers in these schools.

With this personnel at hand and others available in the organi-

zation, the classification procedure should be as effectively organized

as that outlined in Appendix A to this report.

The principal is stated to be a teaching principal. With the

I
responsibility which she has in such an institution she should be re-

I
lieved of teaching; given the title of director or supervisor of train-

ing; and placed in full charge of all training in the schools, in the

workaday situations and in daytime recreation. Learning situations to

get far in these schools are not simply classroom projects but need the

coordination of all training opportunities in the institutional commun-

ity. Such a position will coordinate this entire program with great
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potentials in the program and with the classrooms soon to be available

would seem to be a necessity . The writer plans to send to Bidge a copy

of a report made on the Davis School in New Orleans which may contain

material of value in organizing curricula for this type of child.

^^ Training in the cottages, likewise an important feature of the

whole program, should be in the hands of another person, presumably the

executive assistant, if qualified, or a supervisor of cottage life.

FSYSICAL PLAKT

The writer has already, in describing in general the physical

plant, spoken of a n\amber of favorable factors and referred to others

as unfavorable.

CONSREGATE HOUSING

The housing for the students is, of course, entirely congre-^ /

i

gate. When one attempts to house from 100 to as many as YjQ children
|

in a single structure and this population ranging in each building from

low grades to high grades, it can be seen at once that it is a most

difficult and challenging task to give these children the atmosphere of

a home to which they would seem to have a right . And yet the writer '

j

saw here, as he has elsewhere, in congregate buildings some bright spots

where the conditions of living seemed to be bringing some happiness and

some good adjustment to the charges. He would, of course, never recom-

mend such structures for the housing of the mentally retarded, but the

institution has them. They cannot be replaced and it is, therefore,

incumbent upon the administration to make these units as homelike as
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possible and equipped and programmed to make for as happy and purposeful

living for those to whom it is home as possible.

MORE HOMCGENBOUS GROUPING

While speaking from limited observation, the writer does feel

that a thorough study should be made of the possibility of more homo-

geneous grouping for these charges by individual buildings with the pos-

sibility of making each building a more complete unit with its own dining

room. He does not know why each building houses all grades. Lakeland

Village at Medical Lake, Washington, where they have similar structures,

has done a splendid piece of work in organizing in each of these large

buildings two groups or families, or halls as they call them, of children

of similar interests and capacities with their own living rooms, play

room, etc . The writer would recommend that the director and a member of

his staff be sent to Lakeland Village to study this possibility.

RENOVATING EXISTING UNITS

There is also, of course, the possibility of extending to other

units the renovation recently made in one of your large imits whereby

smaller, attractive rooms are made available to children able to profit

by this kind of living. The writer has previously referred to these

renovations in Cottage I. Ee was much impressed with them and most

earnestly reccmmends the extension of this sort of thing.

THE NEW UNIT

The writer had mingled feelings in seeing and studying this
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unit. It is evident that much time and effort and certainly some im-

agination went into the planning of this large unit with its many and

varied facilities. It was explained that it was being built for "the

best" of the student body, implying that it would probably house largely

high and high middle grade children and youth, many of whom would be po-

tentials for training and fvture placement out from the school.

The writer can only state that he does not understand why it

was thought desirable or necessary to house 200 children of this type of f /
'

(/
child in an open institution of this kind out in the country with ample ij

space under one roof.

)

Relative cost is sometimes given as the reason for building

large structures, but a study of per bed costs of large versus small

units in institutions has not demonstrated in specific studies that larg«

units are necessarily less costly per bed.
A

It is the writer's feeling that 200 children could have been

housed at no greater cost in foior complete, homelike cottages of 50 each

in a unit which could be readily suggested, each unit surrounded by its

own lawns, gardens, playgrounds and other elements of a home; and that

a somewhat communitylike layout might have been given the little village

by placing the remaining units in buildings by themselves suitably de-

signed to give each some character befitting its function. These facil-

ities, the writer feels, would not only have given the children a more
,

normal approach to a home - the thing they probably most need - but it

would have been more effective, in his opinion, in attracting and holding

the better type of personnel required for training and conditioning such

children for more happy and purposeful living.
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But the building is built and the best is to be made of it.

It has certain good points. The dormitory rooms are single or small.

The all-purpose room will have to serve apparently as best it can as a

substitute for a living rooik, or several living rooms, for this large

family. These children need to learn to live together - in fact, it is

quite indispensable if they are to become good citizens either in an

institutional community, or without, that they learn something of this

fundamental matter.

The building is well broken up into sectors with easy egress

to the out-of-doors. Physical health will be conserved in exposiore to

sunlight and air. The building represents at best, in the opinion of

the writer, a great challenge to give to it something of the atmosphere

and something of the function of a home for children and youth.

SCHOOL FACILITIES

The new unit will improve much the school's facilities though

it is doubtful if they will be found to be adequate to care for the

number of students who should have active school contact. Classes for

this type of child, if they are to be effective, should not exceed I

fifteen - with ten better - and twenty the limit

.

*

P5RS01MSL HOUSING ^__—_————^-^— '\^

Several small cottages to provide attractive housing for person-

nel would prove an excellent investment in attracting the right quality

of personnel needed in institutions to make their work a thoroughgoing

success . Houses with maintenance offers a differential which in many
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cases is the difference between procm'ing and not proctu-ing some of this

type of help. ^

With but kO out of 126 employees at present living on the prop-

erty. Ridge could well give attention to this matter. Not only would ad-

ditional personnel quarters attract more personnel of quality but this -*-

is fundamentally a home for children and it is difficult to do the best

for children in such a place unless a goodly number do more than come and

go to the institution on office hours. The more who live on the property

the deeper will be the interest in the institutional community and the

more coomunitylike it will be.

INCREASING THE SIZE OF RIDGE

The writer has already commented in Section One on increasing

the size of these schools. Ridge is relatively small. It has become so

congregate in facilities that it might help in the general over-all

picture to have it increased, as discussed in Section One, by as many as

200 more students, all housed in small, homelike units, reserving the

present units for the less capable but with the thought that even in

these units alterations would be made to improve these facilities as homes

for children.

AUDITORIUM V

.fk^'*^!^'-'^'''^

/ The all-purpose room in the new building, with stage shown at

!
one end, is apparently to serve as the school's auditorium. The writer

hopes that Ridge may still be provided with an auditoriim planned and

/ / built as such with sloping floor and fastened seats.
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An auditorium plays a large part in the activities of any

school and even more so for the mentally retarded, as does the gymnasium

or play room. Both should not "be combined in any permanent outlook for

an over-all program. Both will "be needed in any full program at the

same time and, more important, the purposes which each is to serve are

so radically different that attempting to use the same kind of facilities

for the two piorposes defeats part of the objectives. A gymnasium or

play room needs a level floor and movable furniture. An auditorium, on

the other hand, to do its work veil, and more so for this type of child,

needs a sloping floor and fastened seats to give a maximum of visual

and auditory efficiency. For these several reasons the two should not

be combined facilities.
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SECTION THREE

THE STATE HOME AND TRAINING SCHOOL
Grand Junction, Cclorado

SOME OBSERVATIONS AND EVALUATIONS WITH RECOMglNDATIONS

Ernest N. Rose lie

Superintendent, Southbury Training School

Consultant on Institutional Planning and Administration

December 195^

The State Home and Training School at Grand Junction was founded

in 1919. A plant formerly used as a school for Indians was made avail-

able for its use . It serves the western area of Colorado in the care and

training of mental defectives. It is located in the outskirts of Grand

Junction and within easy communication with that community. It is acces-

sible to the area of the state which it serves although distances in the

case of many families are great.

The plant is located on a level plainlike site in the center of

the valley with attractive mountain scenery close at hand and surrounding

much of the eirea.

The general approach to this institution is more attractive

than that which prevails at Ridge and once on the property the atmosphere

of a school campus seems more at hand, at least in the central part of

the plant with its shaded lawns and apparently constituting much of the

former Indian school. The generous supply of large shade trees is a real

asset. Some of the buildings are of attractive design, i)articularly the
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adminis1;ratioTi building and school; but amf>ng them ai'e other structui*efi

which have a rim-down appearance and at the far end of the campus one

runs into large, congregate buildings of various heights, several of

three stories, and of different types of design indicating that here is

another institution which more or less Just grew like Topsy as adminis-

trator after administrator came onto the scene with new ideas and new ^

plans including soutiiern colonial architecture, solaria and special in- \

terior layouts. What a tragedy that, accepting what the Indian school had

to offer, someone did not come into this picture with a realistic approach

to the problem and project an over-alJL plan of program and facilities to

fit the program.

To accemplish such an objective now seems quite impossible and

j

the program must more or less be fitted to the plant and such alterations

',

' and additions as expediency permits. That much can be done in making a

home and school community out of the plant is certain despite the apparent
^

handicaps in physical facilities,

THE PROPERTY

The property consists of some 295 acres of which, roughly, 70

acres are in the building area and 225 in the farm and garden area. The

entire acreage is, of course, practically level. The farm area of farm

structures is somewhat removed from the main campus. The entire area

during the visit of the writer seemed quite dry and dusty.

PIAICT

The plant consists of 38 buildings in great variety as to size.
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design and over-all plan. The bulldin^a vith artlvit.iea and personnel

operating each are listed as follows:

ADMINISTRATION BUIIDIKG

A large building vith attractive front facade of coltanns located

near the entrance. This "building functions as an administration building

and, likewise, provides 28 rooms for the housing of personnel.

Including both office and domestic personnel, ten persons work

in this building.

SCHOOL BUILDING

This building of attractive exterior design and drab interior is

located near the administration building and not only accommodates the very

limited school facilities but also provides living quarters to the extent

of seven rooms for personnel.

One teacher is listed as employed in this building.

EMPLOYEES' BUIIDINGS

Close at hand to the two structures previously described are

three personnel housing imits consisting of two duplex houses accommodating

four families and a personnel dormitory building of fourteen rooms. The

writer had no opportunity to inspect these facilities and regretted this

necessity dictated by time because personnel housing is such a very im-

portant factor in the over-all operation of institutions.

One employee cares for these units.
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CC-BUIIDING

This Is a rather large, three-story, congregate huilding for

hoth sexes and housed at the time of the visit on all floors including the

basement the following popiilation by categories:

CIASSIFICATION BOYS GIEI5 TOTAL

High Grade 15 36 51

Middle Grade 8 k 12

Lew Grade 1 1

Totals 23 ^1 64

Eight persons were employed in operating this building and its

program.

MTC-BUIIDIKG

This is another large, congregate building which the writer was

unable to inspect in the time available. It houses 125 students listed

in the following categories:

CLASSIFICATION BOYS GIB IS TOTAL

High Grade 1 20 21

Middle Grade 10 27 37

Low Grade 7 60 67

Totals 18 107 125

Twenty-five employees work in the program of this building.
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EAST AM) WEST B-BUIIDIMG

This is a two-wing-dormitory building, more of the later built

xmits, housing 119 boys in the following categories:

High Grade 18

Middl i Grade 2k

Low Grade 77

Total 119

Twenty employees are employed in this building.

PLUMB HALL BUILDING

This is another large, three-floor-dormitory building which

houses 121 boys listed by categories as follows:

High Grade 62

Middle Grade 29

Low Grade 30

Total 121

Ten personnel care for this group.

JEFFERSON HALL BUILDING

Another large, congregate, three -floor-dormitory building for

119 girls listed by categories as follows:

High Grade 28

Middle Grade 62

Low Grade _29
Total 119
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HOSPITAL BUIIDING

This is a two-floor building for acutely ill cases of both sexes.

Nurses ' Office , Dental Office, Main Dining Room and Medical Clinic. At the

time of the writer's visit it housed the following by sexes and categories:

CLASSIFICATION BOYS GIRLS TOTAL

High Grade 1 1 2

Middle Grade 9 11 20

Low Grade 10 13 23

Total 20 25 45

Employed in this unit were fifteen including nurses and at-

tendants .

NEW CENTRAL DINING ROOM AND KITCHEN

iiThis unit was inspected quite thoroughly. It is very evidently

an excellently planned unit for mass feeding in an institution.
\

I
•\

^,1 The writer would have none of mass feeding in an institution of
,

'

. this type as discussed on pages 6ll and 6l2 of Appendix B attached as a

part of this report.

AUDITORIUM BUIIDING

This building, a relic of the Indian school days, looks quite

well from the exterior but the interior is drab, uninviting and poorly

planned for use in such a project.

In the first place, it or any building which attempts to serve
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as both an auditoriian and a gymnasiiam is functionally a thoroughly inef-

ficient unit in such an institution as discussed "briefly in the report

on Ridge. Auditorium and gjmmasium activities should constitute a major

part of the activities of such a school. Eech activity is radically dif-

ferent, however, and to attempt to carry them on in a single unit such

as this wastes much of the opportunity. An auditorium is a place for the

carrying on of activities on a stage which should have auditory and visual

efficiency to be effective. This implies a sloping floor with fastened

seats. On the other hand, a gymnasium is a place for athletic and play

activities which require a level floor with movable equipment. The two

simply cannot be combined effectively in one unit. For those further in-

terested this subject is further discussed on page 617 of Appendix B at-

tached.

Consideration should be given to making such alterations as

needed in this building to make of it a good giinnasixmi and a new auditor-

iiom more centrally located should be projected with carefully planned

facilities including sloping floor, fastened seats, stage, dressing rooms,

toilet rooms, etc,

CRAFT BUIIDING

This institution the writer found decidedly spotty in its plant

and work -- weak in some - strong in others. An example of strength is

the craft building.

In approaching this building the writer was distressed at the

dilapidated exterior appearance of the unit, showing very poor maintenance

He entered the building with serious misgivings.
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Immediately on entrance he was astounded to find that the inter

ior had been transformed into an attractive and efficient instruction and

training unit in a series of craft shops and activities. Excellent work

was "being carried on with groups of students in basketry; embroidery;

painting; trays; clever cedar projects; weaving of textiles and carpets;

and a beauty shop with six students learning the trade. The writer at

once met Miss KcCullen, the spirit and genius who had wrought this change

in this old run-down structure

.

The visit to this unit constituted one of the writer's inspi- \

\

rations in his visit to Colorado and again illustrates, as with housekeep-

i

ing at Ridge, that with the right person in the right spot and given any

^reasonable support, outstanding results can be achieved even with limited

facilities. Nothing can take the place of capable, devoted and imagi-

native personnel in these situations in life anymore than they can in

others. These institutions need more Miss McCullens and Mrs. Baffertys.

i

^ OTHEB STEUC?riiRES

The writer had no onportunity to inspect the structures com- \

prising the plant not thus far listed including those in the farm area.

Some of the farm structures were good but the remaining structures seemed

to be poor and rather typical institutional structures quite in contrast

to the modern food unit.

POPUIATION

Grand Junction at the time of the writer's visit had a total

population of 593 listed by categories as follows:
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CLASSIFICATION BOYS GIRLS TOTAL

High Grade 97 85 182

Middle Grade 80 lOit l81f

Low Grade 12k 103 227

Totals 301 292 593

These were housed, as previously descrited, in some six, large,

congregate structures.

POOR HOUSING

The writer visited quite casually three of these buildings. >.

While he saw here and there a bit of good housekeeping, the conditions on

the whole, including bare, unhomelike facilities; some dormitories in base-

ments; and some very poor sanitary facilities, were highly unsatisfactory

measured by an;^ reasonable standards in this problem.

!
The groups were large. There was very little of the home atmos-

\ phere to which it would seem so many of these individuals had a right /

Whether housed in an institution or not.

[ ^
\ \/ \/ >>/ CLASSIFICATION "W "]^ f

The writer felt that classification was poorly done. In units

for low grades he spoke to individvials whom he is certain would rate high-

er. There seemed so little of program to challenge the limited capacity

of those being cared for. As a result, typical institution idleness - the

devil* s workshop - with conditions ripe for ill practices seemed quite

widely apparent.
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SOME EXTREMELY POOR FACILITIES

In two buildings here he saw facilities which were so poor and

so out of keeping with this problem that they gave him a shock.. They

should be corrected at the earliest possible moment. He refers to dormi-

tory units in both the hospital and in the building for males to its right

in which a large ward is bordered by barred cells, some with locked doors.

In no institution for mental defectives has he seen such facilities. Ap-

parently someone with a background in the handling of the mentally ill of

a generation or two ago had a hand in planning these buildings and has

placed such facilities in them where they still remain. That they are

still used in a problem so thoroughly different, seemed to the writer little

short of tragic.

In the hospital in a unit apparently for reception he saw a

young girl of ten or thereabouts - an attractive youngster, apparently

middle or high grade - in one of these cells with lock closed. Asked w

this child was in such a place, the very assuring reply was equally dis-

turbing when he was told that she had been admitted but a week or so be-

fore and was in the cell so she could observe the ward and learn how to

care for herself when she got out on the ward.

A similar situation was found in the male unit mentioned. The

situation was a trifle ameliorated by the fact that these were largely

older persons, though some young persons were in the group. It was ex-

plained here that it was a privilege to have a cell room because it pro-

tected the occupant from those on the ward. One could not help ask why

conditions prevailed on the ward from which one should be thus protected.

7-7
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aCB60L DEPARTMEMT

The writer had but very limitsd time to study this department

which in such an institution should be a very important department.

As previously mentioned, the school building itself, while of

attractive exterior design, seemed very bare, limited and uninviting as to

its facilities for a school. The number of classrooms was stated to be

five. However, but one teacher is listed on duty in these units.

The crafts imit, a part of this department, has already been re-

ferred to in describing the plant as it pertained to that unit.

The department has charge of the auditorium and recreation activ-

ities and lists programs in music, boys' and girls' club work, athletics

and movies. This is an extremely important part of the program of such an

institution and the writer regrets keenly that he saw little of such a pro-

gram in operation and had no time to check as to details.

USE OF TRAINING OPPOFTUNITIES IN WORKA-
DAY SITUATIONS IN OPERATING INSTITUr ION

The institxxtion lists the following activities in the operation

of the institution to which students are assigned for training in the num-

bers indicated. The 200 assigned seems a larg« percentage of such a popu-

lation.

Again the writer had little or no opportunity because of limi-

tations of time to observe or study the highly important matter of how ef-

fectively these opportunities are being used for training versus the com-

mon practice of \ising them almost wholly with production or operation in

mind rather than the individual Interest of the student.
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ACTIVITY

FARM:

BOYS GIRIS TOTAL

General farming
Dairying
Poultry
Hogs

6
6

3
1

IE

6
6

3
1

IE

HOUSEEOID AIDS:

Kitchen
Dining Eoom
Laundry
Seving Room
Dormitories & Cottages
Caring for small children
Housekeeping

8 12 20
11 12 23
3 17 20

k k
6 6

8 2i+ 32
20 30 50
50 105 155

NAD^EHANCE TRADES ;

Shop
Fainting
Lawn & Garden work
Boiler room
Storeroom

1
1

5
8

_2
17

1
1

5
8

_2
17

COIMJTIITY PLACEMETn: ;

Beauty & Barber Shop
General errand "boy

2
2

6
2

8

GRAKD TOTAL - 87 BOYS - 109 GIRLS
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PERSONNEL OBGANIZATION

The personnel organization in operation at this institution at

the time of the writer's visit is listed as follows:

ADMINISTRATIVE ;

Superintendent (non-civil service) 1

Executive Assistant I 1

Accountant II 2

Dentist (1 day weekly) 1

Clerk Stenographer II 1

Clerk Stenographer I 1

Clerk Typist II _1
Total 8

NURSING SERVICE ;

Assistant Director of N"ursing Service 1

Nurse II J^
Total 5

PERSONI^IEL OP"EIRATING DORMITORIES ;

Attendant II 6

Attendant I 79
Total 85

TEACHING PERSON^IEL;

Instructor II (non-civil service) 1

Instructor I (non-civil service) _3
Total h

PROPERTY AND SUPPLY PERS0NN::L ;

Property and Supply Officer III 1

Stock-room Clerk _1
Total 2
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MAITfTENANCE PERSONNEL:

Supervisor Construction Be Maintenance III I
Carpenter II 2
Carpenter I 2
Handyman 3
Mechanic I 1
Painter II 2
Stationary Fireman II 5
Washman II _3

Total 19

FARM PERSONNEL ;

Dairyman III 1
Dairyman I 1

Farmer II 3
Total

FOOD SERVICE DEPARTMENT :

Cook IV 1

Cook III 1

Cook II 6
Food Service Worker II _^

Total l6

OTHER PERSONNEL :

Seamstress I 3

Domestic II _2
Total 5

GRAND TOTAL li^9
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SOME REC0MMEM)ATI0K5

(1) CLASSIFICATION STUDIES OF STUDENTS :

A knovledge of the capacity and interests of each person in

such an institution is so fundamentally necessary to the effective oper-

ation of the institution that the writer strongly recommends that a clas-

sification study and assignment prccedijre for this institution be organ-

ized and placed in operation as soon as possible.
/

Such a procedure with full description of personnel to operate

the procedure and personnel required is explained in detail in Appendix A

attached to this report. As much of this procedure as is practical

should be at once implemented ^_

(2

)

PROGRAM :

The program at this institution needs much enrichment. Far too

little is being done. It is felt that a staff as described on pages l6 to

l8 of this report would rather quickly find means to enlarge and improve

the program in the cottages, in the schools, in recreation and in the

abundant training opportunities present in the operation and maintenance

activities of the Institutional community.

The care and training in the cottages should be organized by

the head of this department to cover the waking hours of the students

while in the cottages.

The entire training program outside of the cottages and in-

cluding all the workaday activities of the institutional community should

be organized, coordinated and implemented under a director of training

thoroughly familiar with the techniques of training this type of child and

youth.
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(3) PERSOMMSL km STAFF ;

The staff organization ont]ined on page 16-A in this report

should he implemented as soon as possible. Detailed suggestions in this

direction are found in Appendix B attached to this report.

(4) PMT:

(a) The school building should be studied for means to make

of it an inviting and useful school building. As much of instruction as

possible should be centered in this building although the writer would

leave the craft work where it is with improvements to the building.

(b) The institution, as previously stated, needs a modern aud-

itorium with sloping floor and fastened seats and the present auditorium

should receive alterations and improvements to make of it a satisfactory

gymnasium unit.

(c

)

The various housing units most of all need study and such

steps taken as will make them more homelike for these charges. While the

buildings are congregate buildings and present a most difficult problem

in providing anything like a homelike atmosphere, the writer has seen such

conditions brought about to an unusual degree in other institutions with

large housing units. As with Ridge, he respectfully urges a study on the

ground by the Grand Junction administration of the plant and program of

Lakeland Village, the eastern Washington state institution for mental de-

fectives at Medical Lake, Washington.

(d) The writer would immediately remove all semblance of cells

from the dormitories as previously described in this report. With the

bars removed, alcoves off the wards might take their place. There is no

valid excuse in the opinion of the writer for continuing this t3rpe of
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facility so easily misused; so readily misunderstood by the public; and so

out of step with the modern care and training of the mentally retarded.

(e) The vriter further urges the consideration of expanding

Grand Junction by two small villages for high and high middle grades as

the report develops in some detail on Pages 2k and 25 of Section One.

(f

)

The writer would also recommend consideration of addition-

al well-planned, pleasantly outfitted and located small cottages for person

nel. Qualified personnel is the great factor in the successful operation

of these institutions and even more than salary schedules desirable hous-_^^

ing is the answer to attracting and holding the kind of personnel needed.

This matter is developed rather fully on pages 619-622 of Ap-

pendix C attached to this report.
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SECTION FOUR

A PHILOSOPHY AMD A PLAN TO FIT IT FOB THE DIRECTION

OF PUBLIC V/ELFAEC AT TZS STATE LEVEL

Ernest N. Rose lie

Superintendent, Southbury Training School

Consultant on Institutional Planning and Administration

December 195^

As indicated in the foreword of this report, the writer, fol-

lowing the reports on the individual institutions - the specific purpose

for which the report is written - is presenting some general thoughts and

something of a philosophy and a plan to implement this philosophy on the

over-all operation of institutions and other featvires of a state's wel-

fare program at the state level. He is certain this presentation will be

understood as thoroughly constructive on his part. He desires, moreover,

to make it most plain that no one whatever has requested that he specifi-

cally cover this phase of the state's operation of its institutions in

this report. He presents it because it seems to him to be a very impor-

tant part of the problem as a whole as it pertains to operating these

state institutions. The two spheres of activity both at the state level

and in the institutions are very obviously closely related and interde-

pendent in the achievement of the results which the state desires and has

a right to expect in the institutional care of its unfortunates.

The writer trusts the thoughts expressed on this matter may

have a useful place in the report at least in relation to potentials in
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policies as affecting the work of the institutions themselves. He has no

intention of making any specific evaluations of the present plan of state

direction of tha institutions studied, of which he knows practically

nothing, and possible relation of this direction to the results being at-

tained in these institutions, both because there was insufficient time

for such a study and because he doubts if one was expected. Such

thoughts as he has are on a general philosophy in the matter of state ad-

ministration of welfare efforts on behalf of its citizens with a plan of

implementation for the same which he feels merit some consideration by a

state under any conditions in the operation of its institutions for the

unfortunate. In similar reports to other states covering this philosophy

these thoughts have been well-received and have been thought to have some

value. He is certain they will be similarly received in Colorado and

such use made of them as seems indicated.

COLOBADO PLAN OF ORGANIZATION

It is the writer's imderstanding, in his very limited infor-

mation, that the entire operation of state institutions in Colorado is

placed under the immediate direction of a Director of Public Institutions

or a title very similar and that he is appointed to the position by the

Governor. He is responsible directly to the Governor for meeting his

responsibilities. It is, likewise, understood that the Director can be

relieved of his duties by the Governor at his pleas\are and that in no

sense does he come under the provisions of the Civil Service laws.

This is the plan in its essentials which is used in the oper-

ation of welfare and correctional institutions in many of our states.
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In some of these states where, as in your state, the Governor is a man of

very high ideals and practices, and if he appoints to the position a man

thoroiighly qualified for this very heavy responsibility, the results can

be excellent. In other states the results, based on the lack of these

qualities so conspicuous in your Governor, may be tragic indeed. All de-

pends on the caliber of men filling these two key positions.

A CONSTRUCTB^ CRITICISM OF THE PIAN

K This proced\ire, affecting the entire administration of insti-

' tutions in a state, is^ in the opinion of the i/riter, a problem of too

great consequence to the people of any state to trust to these chance cir-

cumstances. The danger of inefficient and partisan operation of these in-

stitutions is too great. Citizens, we find, are willing to have some pol-

itics in the building of their roads; the inspection of their banks, etc.,

but when it comes to the care of their unfortunates they want none of it.

Those Governors whom I have known in their work, likewise, strongly de-

sire that this work be carried on in the most efficient manner possible

and to be entirely free of even any sioggestion of partisan control. This

is most difficult for a Governor to attain when he holds the control of

the situation so completely by the appointment of the man in charge of ,

these institutions . I have found that those Governors with whom I have /

been privileged to discuss this matter welcome wholeheartedly the con-

sideration of means whereby they may be relieved of this responsibility if

it can be met by other means which insure to him and the citizens contin-

uous nonpartisan, efficient operation of these institutions and their re-

lated problems

.
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A PROVED PIAN AVAILABLE

Fortijnately, an over -all plan vhich seems to accomplish ^ust

these objectives for a state serving a somevhat larger population than

Colorado, but with not too great a difference at the time, vas developed

some thirty-five years ago for the state of Nev Jersey where it is still

in successful operation and which has served as a model for other states

able to use it.

GENERAL FEATTJBES 07 THE NEW JERSEY PIAU

Some general featiires of the New Jersey organization of state

government, with particular reference to the administration of insti-

tutions and other public welfare agencies, are:-

(1) Highways, health, education, banking, state police, etc.

are in departments of their own with department heads and staffs.

(2) However, all state institutions and state agencies dealing

with public welfare problems, including hospitals for mental illness; in-

stitutions for mental defectives and epileptics; sanitoria for tubercu-

losis; prisons and reformatories; schools for Juvenile delinquents;

soldiers' homes; State Board of Children's Guardians; Commission for the

Blind; etc., are all coordinated in a State Department of Institutions

and Agencies which has the following characteristics :-

(a) The Department is under the full control and direction of

a State Board of nine members, appointed one each year for nine -year terms

It is obvious that the staggered appointments removes the Board in charge

of the state's welfare program in a very large measure from partisan con-

trol by any executive or party and, in fact, appointments seem quite non-
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partisan. This provides a nonpolitical, long range policy-making^ coordi-

nating and general administrative board. New Jersey has consistently suc-

ceeded in attracting to this board outstanding citizens who have demon-

strated deep interest and devotion and great ability in meeting their re-

sponsibility. The relatively long term makes possible a development of

special competence and deep interest in the problem on the part of incum-

bents .

The board selects as its executive director a Commissioner of

Institutions and Agencies. This individual, a career man selected for his

broad interest and background in public welfare and for his administrative

ability, is appointed by the Governor on recommendation of the State Beard.

He may be removed in the same procedure. The Department has a central

organization including essential coordinating and administrative divisions,

such as:-

1. Finance and Administration

2. Classification and Education

3. Medicine

k-. Inspection

5. Placement and Parole

6. State-Use Industries

7. Architecture and Construction

By paying reasonable salaries career persons of high qualifi-

cations can be attracted to the above staff positions. The entire organi-

zation is responsible for carrying out the policies of the State as re-

flected in acts of its nonpartisan State Board of Control,
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(b) Each institution is headed by a board of seven trustees,

one appointed each year for seven-year terms. Members are appointed by

the Governor on reconmendation of the State Board and are responsible to

the State Board and to the Governor for the operation of their insti-

tution or unit. The superintendent of each institution is selected by its

institution board and by them recommended to the State Board for appoint-

ment by the Governor, He may be removed in the same procedure. Each in-

stitution board has much autonomy in developing and operating the program

of the individual institution. However, policies in administration and

operation must meet policies and regulations established by the State Board,

There is a continuous close contact between the State Department and the

individual institution. Programs and procedures are constantly studied

and coordinated.

Each institution develops its own budget but submits it to the

Commissioner of Institutions and Agencies where it is reviewed in the

light of the needs of all institutions; revised, if necessary; and pre-

sented by the Commission to the Governor and the Legislatvire. Here a

most important service is rendered to the state in that rivalry between

institutions for the state's limited funds is largely removed and budgets

are developed and voted having in mind the over-all needs of the whole

state program.

STBOKG POINTS Dl THE NEW JERSEY PLAN AS EVALUATED

BY ONE WHO WORKED IN IT FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS AND

HAS HAD A WIDE EXPEBIENCE WITH OTHEB PLANS

1. The system of boards of lay citizens appointed by the Governor for widely

scattered terms and comprising a strong State Board of outstanding lay
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citizens, together with carefully selected institution boards, each re-

sponsible to the Governor seems to insure a nonpartisan, democratic op-

eration of institutions and state welfare programs. With all activities

coordinated under the State Ecard through their appointee, a professional-

ly trained career executive known as the Commissioner of Institutions and

Agencies, and through him all agencies thoroughly coordinated each with

the other, there is given a strong, capable, cohesive state organization

for administering at the state level the whole public welfare problem of

the state. It, likewise, gives one which, with its system of carefully

chosen lay boards, is close to the citizens of the state, knows their

needs in democratic fashion and, thereby, tends to receive their support

and confidence. The very number of leaders from the state at large on

these dozen or more boards brings not only strong leadership but a demo-

cratic vmderstanding and force into this important effort of the state

government in behalf of its people which can scarcely be measured in its

many values

.

2. Due to long-term overlapping board appointments with career executives,

the New Jersey plan provides a system of welfare administration which seems

completely free of politics, thus meeting the demand of citizens that their

institutions be kept completely and forever free of politics.

3. The plan gives to individual institutions and agencies considerable free-

dom of initiative and opportunity for creative planning in their field and

yet coordinates all at the state level. It seems quite devoid of bureau-

cratic practices characteristic of other state plans.

Colo. State Dop??rtr>2nt

Public Welfare Library
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k. The organization makes possible conmitment of persons in certain categories

to the central department foi- study of particular causes and needs before

their placement in a specific institution; and simplifies transfer of

persons between institutions.

5. Does not tend, from the New Jersey experience at least, to become a top-

heavy, expensive state organization such as characterizes other plans.

6. It seems thoroughly sound and desirable to place all institutions of a

state in a single department as practiced in this plan for the following

reasons , amongst others :

-

(a) Each state institution, whether it be medical, educational,

custodial or correctional, has certain problems which are

major to it and which are, at the same time, common in

most factors to each institution and which are more or less

peculiar to institutions. They include :-

1. Commitment of persons to it by process of law.

2. The housing, feeding, clothing and providing of

care, training and recreation to hundreds of

these individuals in a restricted institutional

c ommunity

,

3. Selection and training of institutional personnel.

k. Discharge and after-care or supervision of its

patients, wards or trainees,

5. Financial and business management.

6. Public relations.

By coordinating the above common problems of all institutions
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at the state level in a Department of Institutions and Agencies their ef-

fective and integrated administration is assured with a minimum of effort,

duplication and official machinery and at the same time those policies

and proced\ires peculiar to each type of institution are left for the pro-

fessional leaders in the department and in the institutions to vork out ^^
together. ^ >•X^

"V THE CONNECTICUT PLAN >y

As an alternate to the Nev Jersey plan the organization now

used in Connecticut merits consideration if this problem is to be considered

by Colorado.

For a small state - and very comparable with Colorado in popu-

lation - the writer places a high evaluation on the Connecticut plan in

which control of each Individual institution is placed in the hands of a

board of trustees of seven members appointed by the governor for staggered

terms of five years each and responsible to him for the operation of the

institution. The staggered terms seem to serve to remove politics quite

completely from the operation of the state's welfare programs. The lay

boards, carefully appointed, seem to bring the institutions close to the

people which is all in keeping with New England tradition.

The institution boards develop policies for their institution

and appoint their superintendent who is responsible to them and through

them to the governor for the carrying out of these and the state's general

policies in the administration of the institution. All other positions

than the superintendency are filled through State Civil Service.

Instltiiions of similar nature either have state commissioners
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or joint coranittees of their boards to coordinate the activities of their

particular group of institutions such as tuberculosis sanitoria and mental

hospitals

.

Strong state control of those matters which should be controlled

at the state level is evidenced in the fact that over all of the insti-

tutions and, in fact, over all state agencies there are strong central de-

partments at the capitol controlling closely budgeting, purchasing and

involving approvals of all expenditures; personnel certification and ap-

pointments; as well as public works planning and building.

We are, however, living in an era of closer coordination at the

top of effort in most enterprises and there is at present in the thinking

of Connecticut leaders some desire, it must be said, for somewhat closer

coordination of the state's institutional and welfare programs at the state

level. There is a very strong feeling against any top-heavy bureaucratic

setup; but it is felt that a better balance might be attained in the pro-

gram at large, and perhaps some savings in costs effected, if all insti-

tutional and welfare work was somewhat more closely coordinated at the

state level in an organization as simple as possible to effect this co-

ordination. Some consideration is, therefore, being given to something of

an approach to the New Jersey plan, where the beard of trustees system re-

tains much of its autonomy with its proved values.
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CONCLUSION

These foiir sections conclude the report on the two institutions

and related matters. The fifth section, covering the address given at

Denver on a state -wide program, follows and closes the report as a whole.

The writer regrets the length of the report just concluded. The

length is due not only to the attempt to cover two institutions and a

state -wide program in one report, hut also to the only approach which the

writer finds himself ahle to use in such an endeavor.

In a study of this type it is necessary, of course, to present

considerable of facts and figures for each institution. These serve as a

setting for such observations and conclusions as one is able to make. In

viewing institutions and their problems we must deal with acres and build-

ings and organization charts but these are only the dross in our work. In-

stitutions are filled with great h-uman interest situations of wide scope.

The real gold is in the faces of happy, secure, well-adjusted children and

youth; and in the devotion and kindly understanding spirit of those who

guide and care for them. In all his visits to institutions the writer en-

deavors to look beyond the lawns and walls and buildings and outlines of

procedures for as much of this gold as he can find — little peeks here --

perhaps large vistas there. He has tried to record honestly those he has

found in these two Colorado institutions. They are the great index of our

work. There were some but there are not enough of them, as there never

will be enough in our efforts to carry on in our work for these of God's

children. The writer hopes, if anything for this report, that it may help,

here and there in some small way to bring about some still better things;
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some still better conditions, which may serve to enlarge these vistas of

happiness in this service to chose sc hn-ndlcapped in life's race and to

their families.

Respectfully submitted,

ENRrHFT
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SECTION FIVE

MEW HORIZONS FOR THE MENIALLY RETARDED

WHEN A STATE LOOKS AT THE PROBLEM AS A WHOLE*

AN ADDRESS

at

CITIZENS LUNCHEON ON MENTAL RETARDATION
AS A STATE PROBLEM IN COLORADO

Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver
September 1, 195l«-

by

ERNEST N. ROSELLE

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, Members of the State

Planning Commission, Distinguished Guests, and other Co-workers and Well-

Wishers in a great and noble cause:

I want first to bring you greetings from yoiir sister State of

Connecticut out on the Atlantic Coast. We have a small state out there

which is plagued just now with a hurricane; but it is, as you know, a

splendid little state of fine ideals and sound practices in a democracy.

I have been tremendously impressed, as I have come here to

Colorado, with this great state of gorgeous scenic grandetir. I had crossed

the state in various ways a mmber of times, and as I have surveyed your

magnificent mountain peaks from the vista domes of transcontinental trains

I have thought in contrast to the Alps, which I have had the privilege of

seeing, that you have here a still more beautiful country than they, and

I am quite sincere in stating that.

^Edited by speaker for use as a part of this report.
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I have, however, never before stopped off in Colorado and had

the privilege of meeting your people as I have in the last several days.

I have come to find that your people here are Just as fine as your scenery;

and that extends from the very dynamic and understanding Governor of your

state along the line. And may I state here that from the contacts which

I have had with Governor Thornton in the last few days I have learned that

he has a very deep and a very sincere understanding of the problem on

which we are met today. He has given, it is very evident, during the last

several years a good deal of leadership to this cause, the results of

which are apparent in the very substantial improvements in the plants of

the two institutions which I have visited. It is a bit of a tragedy, it

seems to me, that a man with such capacity must, apparently for economic

reasons, retire from public life. I said to him yesterday, "if you cannot

remain as Governor, can you not go down to Washington and help down there

with the mess that the world is in?" But it is fine that these great

leaders can give up their private interests and serve in the government of

a democracy as well and as long as the Governor has.

It is not strange that you have out here in this state outstand-

ing people because it takes courage and stamina and the other fine qual-

ities of mankind to live in these riagged moimtains and on this soil where

you haven't too much rainfall and where you have, nevertheless, built up

this fine industrial and cultural empire represented by the State of

Colorado.

And so it is a great pleasure for me to be here and a very great

personal privilege for which I am indebted to all of you who made it pos-

sible.
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I am going to speak to you this afternoon on the topic, "New

Horizons for the Mentally Retarded When a State Looks at the Problem as

a Whole." I shall speak, as has already been indicated, on the retarded

child, on a child vhom I have called, and many others who have touched

this field across the nation have called, the "forgotten child" - the

child who has been denied in a pathetic fashion and to such a tragic ex-

tent some of the rights which we in a democracy guarantee to every citi-

zen. For we live in a democracy; and how very different is our way of

life than in those nations across the seas with which in these very serious

days we are still at odds. We cannot understand their ideology; and those

who operate the governments of those nations apparently make it impossible

for their people to understand ours. There, so far as we can understand,

the individual exists for the State — his property; his person; his very

being exists for the State.

In a democracy, what a difference I Here we assume the responsi-

bility for each and every one so that he may develop the potentialities

within him for the good and abundant life, and it seems to me, if I know

anjrthing about the development of our philosophy, or our ideology, that

herein lies the greatest strength of a democracy. It is important that

we have great military fronts and great diplomatic fronts, but our great-

est strength comes from our internal strength, from our unity as a people.

We must prove that democracy is the best system of life, the best means

of life wherein we may release these powers within each for the good of

all of oiu? people. A democracy, as we all know, can not be strong unless

the sovereign individual who comprises the democracy is as strong as pos-

sible - physically, morally and spiritually. Therefore, in a democracy
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we care for all. We care for our weak, our handicapped. And out of this

philosophy comes some of the finest things., some of the greatest strengths

of a democracy. For while we are caring for the weak and the handicapped,

it is the kind of sharing which, while it strengthens the weak, at the

same time makes the strong stronger.

History demonstrates that perhaps the greatest strength to which

hiunan beings have ever attained comes out of devotion to the weak and to

the needy -- our work all over this nation for the blind and the deaf

and the crippled is thus; throughout our history it has been thus. Lincoln

and the nation back of him in the freeing of the slaves was another such

era. In our two World Wars in o\ar own generations — whether we are under-

stood abroad or not, our only desire in those wars, if I know history at

all, was to help the less fortunate nations of the world, to see that

some of the fine things which we have in this rich country of ovrs and in

this way of life of ours are brought to the others of the world, whether

they be black or red or yellow. I haven't been able to find anything

selfish in it. As we spent billions of our wealth and sent ovor boys by

the hundreds of thousands across the seven seas we were trying to render

a service to mankind, and if I could sense the temper of our people during

both those two lonfortunate conflicts, we probably never rose so high in

our idealism and in our unselfishness as when we were engaged in that ter-

rible catastrophe -- it seems today to have been just that, from both the

losses and from the largely negative results that have been attained; so

many of these problems not yet solved.
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THE I^ETAEDED CHILD

And so we are met today in the interest of one of these groups

of the weak and the handicapped of our nation and of the world - the re-

tarded child. It does seem to me that this child of ours, this retarded

child, of all our handicapped has been the one who has been perhaps most

neglected and the one who has been most forgotten. We have had a narrow

and a confused conception of -^he problem. There has been a great amount

of misinformation and a lack of information about the retarded child.

In my own state every once in a \/hile someone says to me, "Mr.

Rose lie, the children whom you have out at the Southbury Training School

are just like the patients over at the State Hospital, are they not, only

they are children?" I immediately say, "For God's sake, nol" because it

disturbs me deeply to learn of that misinformation. I say, "Those people

at the State Hospital for the mentally ill are largely adults. Many of

them had fine minds. Those minds have become ill and they need a particu-

lar kind of service. Many of them respond to therapy. Many of them are

cured. Why confuse then, for ovir child is very different. This child

came into the world with an insufficient number of brain cells; with in-

Jtjry or defect to the central nervous system, or soon after acquired them;

and all to such an extent that he cannot react well in competition with

normal individuals. But it l^n't a condition which you can cure, as such."

A few - perhaps the Cretins - who respond to glandular therapy may be an

exception but by and large the condition of mental retardation, mental de-

fect, is something that is there and is permanent and there is little or

no hope of curing.

But this all does not mean that we cannot take that individual
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and train him to the limit of the capacities vith which God has endoved

him instead of keeping him in custodial institutions and depriving him of

opportunities geared to his capacity in our public schools. It would

seem that in a democracy that is his right; and it is a right which he has

laeeu quite largely denied. The defect is, of course, in some cases so

severe that training possihilities are very limited but these numbers are

relatively few in the whole field of mental defect.

A PERSPECTIVE AS TO NUMBEBS

Let us get Just a bit of a perspective of the problem first from

the standpoint of numbers. Wherever you measure any considerable group

of oxsr people, whether it be in the IMited States or whether it be in

Germany or England or South Africe, where they are measured by appropriate

tests and techni^jues, you find about one percent of the population who are

classified as so mentally retarded as to be defective.

It is rather strange how the great Architect of the Universe

manages these things. If you were to take our entire population; measure

them as to intellectual capacity; and then distribute them on the basis of

the natural curve of distrib.-tion, we would find that about fifty percent

of our people are of average intelligence. That is, using the Binet scale

or the I.Q. test, so-called, one would find that approximately fifty per-

cent of the people fall within this median group of 90 to 110, indicating

again what Abraham Lincoln said, "God must have loved the common people

because he made so many of them." And then on each side of this fifty

percent median, in this natioral curve of distribution, we have on one side

the lower side of the curve - about fifteen percent of our population with
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I.Qs. from 80 to 90. Those are the individuals, the dull normals, who

vould have trouble getting through the public high school and some of them

through the elementary grades. On the other side of the curve we have a

balancing eighteen percent with I.Qs. of 110 to 120, the superior intel-

lect, who go through high school without any trouble, as a rule. And

then again on the low side of the c\arve we have another about six percent

of our population with I.Qs. of 70 to 80 who are of borderline intellectu-

al capacity and who cannot get through even the elementary school on the

usual academic basis. To balance them quite well on the upper side of

the curve, we have about nine percent who would be of very superior in-

tellect, with I.Qs. from 120 to l^fO, who breeze through college in three

years, and so on, without troubles - at least scholastic. And then on

each side of the curve we have on the low side the person in whom we are

interested today - the one percent with I.Qs. from 70 down, the mental de-

fective. On the other, or upper side - from l40 up - strange to say, we

have the geniuses, again a balancing figure of about one percent - perhaps

a little higher.

When we reduce the percentage of mentally retarded to the school

population, it is about two percent of the school population. So in the

State of Colorado you would have, in your population of 1,^00,000 persons,

approximately 14,000 in the state who are mentally defective. Of your

school population of about 250,000 you would have two percent of that pop-

ulation, or approximately 5,000 of school age in the state. This is not

a large number - 5,000 amongst a population of 250,000 in your schools, or

li4.,000 out of your total population of 1,^00,000. But I need not tell you

who are acquainted with the problem at all that is a number out of all
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proportion in importance to its size as it affects the family; as it af-

fects the schools; as it affects the community; not to mention the child

himself. And^, of course, it is a cumulative number in its problems.

CARE OF OTHEB HAITOICAPPED

We have taken very good care, it seems to me, and most rightly

so, in our country, in state after state, of the other groups of the handi-

capped child. For instance, ve have a great program under vay in this

nation for the polio-afflicted child, a magnificent thing which we have

developed year after year. Polio is still a very great scourge, but if

a child is afflicted there is promise of immediate and very substantial

relief in the immediate emergency and then of training lasting over years

to see that this handicap shall be met. We, likewise, have done splendidly

with the blind and the deaf. Practically every state has special schools,

many of excellent caliber, for the training of those thus afflicted. For

crippled hearts we have heart associations and special classes in public

schools, and so on, where much has been done for them. For cerebral palsy

we have a national organization and an increasing amount is being done for

that afflicted child.

LIMITED FOE THE MENTALU RETARDED

Now, when it comes to our child, the mentally retarded, we have

more than three times as many as all these other handicapped groups put

together. Out of each 100,000 school population in your state there would

be aboiit 600 in the five or six classes I have mentioned of the other

handicaps, whereas we would have at least 2,000 - three times as many of
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the mentally retarded - and yet so very little has been done for them.

Several factors have contributed to this situation. In the first

place, the families themselves who have a retarded child have as a rule,

until at least more recently, been very reticent about discussing their

child or claiming rights for him. They have been inclined to cover up

the situation and this is readily understandable. Some fev have unfor-

tunately and ill-advisedly had feelings of guilt; others have felt com-

plete frustration in connection with the problem. They have not cared to

discuss the matter or work with others on it while at the same time giv-

ing their complete personal devotion to the child, many times to the

neglect of the normal children of the family.

CHANGS IN ATTITUDE OF PABENTS

I think one of the dynamic things in this movement today, char-

acterized by the organization of parents' groups, is the almost complete

reversal of these feelings on the part of parents. And one of the major

factors which is going to make for more progress in this field, in my

opinion, in the next decade that we have made in the ten decades before

is the organization of the parents themselves in the form of the organi-

zation The National Association for Retarded Children. I think it is a

rather sad commentary on the rest of us, particularly those of us in po-

sitions of leadership in education and welfare work, that it has so very

largely remained for the parents to organize before the retarded child is

to receive the opportunities to which he would seem to be entitled in a

democracy.
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FOUiroiNG OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CHILDREN

I was present a short four years ago in the City of Columbus,

Ohio^ vhen this national orgenlzation of parents of the retarded was born.

It took place in connection with the meeting of the American Association

on Mental Deficiency. Some seven or eight hundred of this professional

group had gathered, as they do annually, to discuss the problems of the

mentally retarded. It was soon noticed that there were a number, perhaps

thirty or forty, of new people in the group. We soon found that they were

parents and what outstanding individuals they were I One of the factors in

this situation, one of the unfair things about it, one of the tragic

things about it, is that this child comes so often from our very finest

homes. It cuts across all strata of society. We have a dozen children of

Yale professors in our school. Some of the outstanding families of our

state have children there. So many come from that source.

These individuals at the Columbus meeting were leaders in their

careers and they had come at long last to what they thought was a good

place to come to see what coi?ld be done in organizing this cause. The

presence of the group very quickly interested the professional members of

the convention. I know because as an officer of the Association I met with

its committees. They said, "VJhat are we going to do with these people?

They are going to organize in this field. Let's appoint a committee and

see if we can't get them into the American Association on ffental Defic-

iency. We better keep track of them." They had noticed that they weren't

average people. This thing was going somewhere. The whole group and

their efforts had a quality of evangelism. They spoke as people speak for

a cause which they know is Just and right. They had high qualities of
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leadership. They knew what they were doing. And so the committee of

professionals waited on them to invite them into our national organization,

and to the everlasting glory of the parents of these children they said,

"Nothing of the kind. We are going to form a national organization of our

own. We shall appreciate your cooperation hut you have had this problem

for a good many years; you haven't done too much ahout it; and at last we

have come out of our shell in this situation and we are going to see what

can he done. We are not to he under anybody's tent."

A few months later in Grand Rapids, Michigan, they organized the

National Association for Retarded Children. That has grown now until it

has a membership of over 4o,000, I heard the name announced here as one of

the 27 organizations sponsoring this luncheon but I did not see anyone

rise as representing the organization. I did not know until I heard the

name that you had a chapter in the State of Colorado, but I do know that

the chapters now numbering nearly 300 with a membership of over 40,000 are

scattered strongly over much of the nation. It is growing by leaps and

bounds and it is a force with which we must reckon in this matter.

?B5 FORC? OF THIS ORGANIZATION

An example of the force of these people is shown in oior own state.

In our conservative little State of Connecticut, where we pride ourselves

that as a part of New England we have more college graduates in proportion

to ovir population than in any other section of the nation, we nevertheless

had had on our statute books for many years a law which said that a child

who has an I.Q. as low as k^ is to be barred from the public schools. As

a result, for all these years when such a child appeared in the public
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schools he has teen sent home. The doors of the public school in a

democracy slammed in the face of a child of school age whom we new know

can he trained for happy and more piorposeful living I His brother and

sister vho are normal might go to the school and have everything that pub-

lic schools could give; but this child who happened to test below 45 I.Q.

was out; and we now know that many of them can be trained.

The parents decided they would do something about it and the State

Council of Parents' Associations sought out the State Commissioner of Edu-

cation. He was found to be very understanding. He called some people

into conference and there was framed a piece of legislation which provided

that these children who were trainable, educable, with I.Qs. below ^5,

should be provided for in the public schools of that state or in the state

schools - all parts of public education.

MUST BE FAIR TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Now, I think we should be fair with the public school, and we

tried to do so in the State of Connecticut in enacting this legislation,

in that there was written into the law certain criteria for the admission

of the child of subnormal intelligence, a child with an I.Q. of k^ or below.

Not every child with an I.Q. of k^ or even 50 or above is a problem whom

we should expect the public school to educate and train. And so we set up

certain criteria in the law, amongst them being that a child to be admitted

to the public school must respond to intelligent directions; must be able

to operate in a group; and to care for his simple needs. Because, obvious-

ly, the public school cannot set up individual instruction for every indi-

vidual.
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The legislation I spoke of was opposed in our state by some of

our very well-meaning people, some in educational administration, who said,

"The public schools are doing all they can. We shouldn't expect them to

take on this child." Advocates of the legislation knew they had opposition.

When the hearing was held at the State House there appeared several hundred

parents from all over the State of Connecticut to support the legislation.

The committee found it necessary to hold the meeting on the floor of the

House. I have attended a good many hearings in my career of people inter-

ested in legislation. I have never seen anything handled so masterly as

that was handled, and I think it portends what is going to happen in this

field. Why? Because a good many of the people who represented the parents'

group are people of outstanding positions in life. In this group there was

an official of General Slectric; an outstanding lawyer; a prominent Tale

professor; the editor of one of the great national magazines; and many of

similar stamp.

These people were intelligent -- and this is important -- they

were so intelligent that they did not use the emotional side of the situ-

ation. They realized there was a temptation and a tendency to do that.

Instead of that, they used the approach of cold logic to the situation,

and their logic was compelling and overwhelming. The committee asked for

the opposition. The opposition, those few who spoke, spoke with no heart

at all, and the coTrmittee, without leaving the rostrim of the House, de-

cided to favor that piece of legislation and it went through our General

Assembly imanimous ly . And so a short two years ago we righted this wrong

in Connecticut to these children, and there is being provided all over our

state special classes, and in some cases special buildings for giving this
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child an opportunity.

I have spoken a "bit at length about this organization of parents.

I desire to show something of the force of this movement. You vill event-

ually feel some of it here in this state.

COLORADO INTEREST CREATED WITHOUT PRESSURE

I greatly rejoice here today to realize that without any pressure

whatever from this organization of parents, or any other organization, your

state government and you people as leading citizens of your state from all

these organizations have gathered here in the spirit of wanting to do

something about this long-neglected problem because you realize it should

be done and there is no other pressure behind it except this fine force of

a democracy in action. I congratulate you and your leaders warmly. You

are on time in the situation -- too late, in fact, except as to this phase

of the problem, but far better that you should give leadership to it now

than that these parents should have had to take the initiative. They can

help under your leadership.

PR0BI2M OF MANY FACETS

As I have indicated, this is a problem of many facets. As I

heard the names of the various organizations and as I looked over this

group and saw their leaders rise, it has been one of the most heart-warming

experiences which I have had in many years in this field of work. I am so

happy, as I have said, that you have met without the pressure of any par-

ticular group. This comes out of yoior conception of what good citizenship

is in the State of Colorado, You want to see that these children have a
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chance

,

PROBLEM MEEDS HELP OF MANY

It is a problem which needs you all. It is not a problem of the

family or of the public school or of social workers or of the state govern-

ment or of state schools, but it is a problem on which we need all agencies

to work. We couldn't possibly institutionalize, if it was necessary or de-

sirable in fact, the li+,000 mentally retarded in Colorado in the state

schools. It is not estimated usxially that there needs to be institution-

alized any more than e round ten percent. What about the other 90 percent?

Those are the onas that we have to reach in other ways.

MUST BE MET ON MANY FRONTS

And so I come to the main theme of ttisse rctn-arks that to get any-

where with this probleja we must meet it on a nu"j.ber of fronts. It has been

so long neglected. It is associated with physical impairment. Many are

unemployable, and therefore it cuts across welfare. It cuts across edu-

cation. It cuts across health. It is a problem which stands out as one

which must be attacked by many to procure real results.

And there is a message of hope in our attacking it because we are

finding many new techniques wherein we can train these children for hap-

pier and more purposef'al living in our school and in others. I am going to

show you some pictures later, with the patience of those who can remain,

of what we have been able to do in our school. We have been able to train

in the last ten years over seven hundred of these young people and send

them out into productive employment. They have earned in those ten years
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two millions of dollars.

Now, I do not say that every single one of those would have re-

mained in the state school, but I do tell you it is my considered Judgment

that in a custodial type of state school at least 80 percent of them

would have remained there for life, permanently institutionalized. Be-

cause, as Dr. Powers, Chairman of ovir Board of Trustees and a nationally

known pediatrician, has said as he went about studying these schools in

projecting programs and plans for our school, "If they did this thing to

me, if I came into one of these institutions and I was called a patient"

(and thank God you don't call them patients in Colorado, but they do in

three-fourths of the states across this nation), "if I lived in a ward,

if I were cared for by nurses, if I were treated as a sick person, I

would soon, in fact, be a sick person."

And that, I am afraid, is exactly what happens to many of these

people. They are given no challenge. They are constitutional inferiors,

to start with. When we treat them as sick people they begin to think

they are sick, and pretty soon you have a sick person on yoior hands who

needs support and guidance, who might, with the proper challenge to those

capacities which he has, be a self-supporting member of society. And they

have capacities.

AN Il^SPIRATION AT GBAW JUNCTION

I saw one of the most inspiring things I have seen in a long

time in yoiir own school here, out at Grand Junction yesterday. As I went

down through the campus of the old Indian School and saw this very plain

structure there, a resident type of building two stories high with some
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porches and chicken vire around the porches, I thought "How tragic it is

to have a building of this kind at a state schooll" Then I went inside.

Well, as I repeat again, one of the inspirations of my career was received

there "because there was a lady in that building, a teacher, Miss McCullen,

who had transformed the inside of that building into a school of under-

standing for children. Not filled with books, because these children can

not learn things abstractly, they haven't that type of mind. But many of

them can put us to shame in doing things with their hands. This teacher,

in the first place, realized that these children respond to the esthetic.

Few get quite so much joy out of beautiful things as a retarded child. I

do not kn.ov/ what it is; maybs it is part of the sche^3 of the Great Arch-

itect of the Universe, that they should have that as one inalienable right.

So this teacher had brought beauty into this old building. I saw boys and

girls learning to weave and doing it with speed; a boy turning out a

beautiful fabric for dr^i.pes and turning it almost on a commercial basis,

and so on. Others were doing embroidery work of various kinds. A beauty

parlor was in operation with student helpers.

That shows what can be done with these children if they are given

a chance. To talis them into a world of books and abstractions only frus-

trates them further, and we have to use a good deal of imagination in the

education of these children, because, you know, we have this fetish in

America that education must be given within the walls of a brick building

and it must come out of the pc.y.es of a bock. Now, these of us from our

place in adult life know that not all of education is contained within the

covers of a book and not within the walls of a brick building. Some of

the tools of education we can get there, but I think we have not used in
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public education nearly enough of the practical vorkaday things of the

vorld that have to he done to train people to live and to do things and

to he happy in doing something that they can do.

In our own institutional conmunity at Southhury we are using

training in fifty-two different occupations. We have these trainees all

over the place engaged in almost everything that we do. We have them in

positions of assisting teachers, nurses, and so on, all the trades on the

grounds, in dining rooms, kitchens, and so on, and all of them put there

by a very careful analysis and consideration of their ability. I must

not dwell on the details of our own program any longer for I am going to

present for your consideration, based on the representation of this

splendid group, what we regard as an adequate program -- I am going to

give it in outline form only -- for the meeting of this problem at large

in any state. It is a nine -point program.

A SUMMATION

I have endeavored thus far to demonstrate that the care and

training of the retarded child is a large and much misunderstood problem

in our social struct\ire; so serious, in fact, that parents at last are

mobilizing in formidable ntmibers in the interest of a real chance in a

democracy for this child. I have endeavored to show that many of these

children can be trained for useful living, I have stated that it cuts

across all strata of society. This all implies that it is a task for us

to attack on many fronts

.

The remainder of these remarks are to be devoted to the pre-

sentation in outline of a stcte-wlde attack on this problem as developed
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by a group In Connecticut with imnetial borkgi-oiind mnl oppoi-tnnity tn pro-

ject such a program for that state. It is presented in the hope that it

may be a nho-llenfie to thlB inspii-ed leadership iu your state.

A BECOMMEm)ED STATE -WIDE PROGRAM*

The Connecticut group working on the problem vith your speaker

was made up of a dozen persons each thoroughly devoted to the cause and

representing in its membership all of the four disciplines of major im-

port in this problem; namely, medicine, education, social work and psy-

chology.

(1) ADEQUATE DIAGNOSTIC AND GUIDANCE FACILITIES ;

It is the feeling of this group that first and foremost of

these nine points we must have adequate diagnostic and guidance clinics

set up on a sufficiently wide scale to be quite readily available to all

the communities in the state. There are now so few that we find parents,

school superintendents and teachers, as well as physicians, puzzled about

these children whose problems are continually before them. To the prob-

lem must be brought the light of science; and science has much light

available. We need their tests and like measuring rods and their

guidance, knowledge and techniques to help us all.

The estahlishment of these clinics can well be a challenge to

parents' organizations. They need state and community subsidy. It is

my understanding that you have some excellent clinical facilities of

*This program is developed in considerable detail in paper by writer in

January 1955 issue of the American Joiu:nal of Mental Deficiency.
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this type, particularly in Denver.

(2) EXPANDED EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES AMD PROGBAMS ;

Expanded educational facilities and programs for the mentally

retarded are needed in iDoth the public schools and in the state schools

serving these children. No child should go to an institution who has a

good home and a public school at hand with training adapted to his needs.

To these rights he is entitled in a democracy.

We need more special facilities and special classes for these

children with I.Qs. of 50 to 70 and a number with I.Qs. below 50 will be

found trainable.

As to state schools, these must be staffed and equipped to train

in the most effective manner the considerable group among their popula-

tion having potentials for training.

(3) OCCUPATIONAL TBAINING. JOB FII€)ING AND SUP5?[VISICN ;

Occupational training, job finding and supervision for older

adolescents and yo\mg adults is an essential part of this state-wide pro-

gram if we are to meet the needs of the mentally retarded who have been

trained in the special classes and otherwise, and then after these school

years left on their own. So frequently these individuals become problems

to the family and to the community because they do not have guidance in

these very vital factors in making their way in the comm\anity. Idleness

begets trouble and frustration and it is so much so with these children

and youth. This guidance service can well be an extension of the public

school program with the help of the diagnostic and guidance centers. The
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city of Hartford, Connecticut, has a most effective plan for this work.

(^) SOCIAL SEEVICE AND PABEKT TRAINING ;

Social service and parent training is the fourth point in this

nine -point program if we are to give the help so desperately needed by

many families in meeting this difficult problem. Many families are quite

overwhelmed with this problem and are more and more seeking guidance.

Parents are now organizing to help themselves, the community and state in

this problem and many need intelligent and understanding guidance and

direction if they are to succeed in their efforts. Social workers and

others are equipped to do this work and they should be available frcm the

diagnostic clinics and other agencies to help in this work.

(5) CO^g^.miTY DAY Cg:JTERS ;

Community day centers were listed as the fifth requisite in a

state -vido program.

Below the special class type of child we need special facilities

for the so-called traxuable child. A number of thes3 children have I.Qs.

under 50. Many are on state schools' waiting lists. They are, in so

many cases, a tremendous problem in the home where there are normal chil-

dren. Many times the mother is utterly distracted in her attempts to care

for these child^^en. So in Connecticut wo are setting up special classes

for this type of child and you are doing it here in Denver. They provide

a place for these children to go to for several hours each day where they

are trained and cared for by teachers who know their special needs. We

have far too few of tliese facilities. In soma cases they are beiiig
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established and operated by parents' associations and they represent a

great and a wise challenge to such organizations. These should be sub-

sidized by state or conmunity fimds to a reasonable extent.

(6) SBEITERED WQBKSHQPS ;

Sheltered workshops represent another need in an over -a 11 approach

to this problem. These shops are set up to supply opportunities for the

handicapped to be gainfully employed with the simple tasks they can do.

They need to be subsidized by state, city or by private agencies as they

can scarcely be self-supporting.

(7) RECBEATION CENTERS ;

Recreation centers for the mentally retarded are a necessity in

meeting this problem. The mentally retarded are shy and in many cases

avoid association with the normal child. The problem of making worth-

while use of their leisure time is a real one. The Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A. and

other agencies can do much in this problem by adapting features of their

programs to the retarded,

(8) PERSCNTJEL TRAINIIIG :

Personnel training in the several special fields involved is,

likewise, a necessity in any real solution of this problem. No problem

of this scope can be met without adequate trained help. The assistance

of colleges, universities and training schools is needed in making this

training available to additional persons in teaching social work and re-

lated fields of work with the retarded.
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(9) EESEABCH ;

Research is the final essential which this group set up for real

progress and it is, of course, all-important. We know so little about

this problem; its causative factors; methods of care and training; and

greater use of the limited talents r»f the retar(5<»d. Research will need,

of course, subsidies. It is a most fruitful field for our efforts.

SOMETHING OF THE SOUTHBURY TRAINING SCHOOL

To meet some specific requests I shall conclude my remarks by-

telling you something of our school in Connecticut. For those who care

to remain I have a number of colored photographs for screen presentation.

Our school came about in a rather interesting fashion and it

grew out of devotion and understanding of a lay Board of Trustees. One

of the things which I have come to appreciate more than almost anything

else in our system of Government is the place of lay citizens and of lay

boards of trustees, such as represented by this State Planning Commission

here, boards of trustees of institutions and so on. That is democracy

at its finest because you get there leaders who are giving all they have

to a cause, and many have a great deal to give.

In 1935 "we had a waiting list of 1200 children waiting to get

in the single institution in Connecticut. Our Governor appointed then a

Commission consisting of seven very outstanding citizens. The legisla-

tion creating the Commission said they were to buy a site and build there-

on another institution. The Beard, after counseling together, went to

the Governor and said, "We are not interested, Mr, Governor, in building

just another institution. What we would like to do is this. We would
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like to study this problem o^ mental retardation in a thoroughgoing

fashion. Mayhe Connecticut doesn't need an institution. If it does, we

will say so. We would like to have your support. We would like to have

plenty of time." To this the Governor readily agreed.

The Board spent two years in one of the finest examples of de-

mocracy in action which I have ever seen. They visited eleven different

states. They went ahout it in a thoroughgoing fashion. In state after

state they found these children housed in large, congregate structures.

They lived on wards. They were called i>atients. Our Board had no fault

to find with the kindly, himane care being given to them, but they felt

there was very little, if anything, being done to challenge the personal-

ity of the individual. This extended to many of promising degrees of

ability. These individuals became largely thereby permanently insti-

tutionalized. They felt this was unfair to the individual and family and

unfortunate for the state.

They had spent many months in this study, going as far west as

Missouri and as far south as Virginia, when they chanced to visit the

Vineland Training School in southern New Jersey, a semipublic and private

school for 600 children. There they found an entirely different atmos-

phere for the first time in this wide search. They found in the center

of the campus a school. They found the children living in relatively

small cottages. Above all, they found a happy, purposeful look on the

faces of these children. They said, "This is what we have been searching

for. If this can be done for 6OO children in the State of New Jersey,

it can be done for 1200 in a state school in Connecticut."

They came back to Connecticut fired with enthusiasm, inspired.
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militant to put such a program into being. The Board set up a planning

organization, of which your speaker was the executive director, to put

their thinking and ideals into plans for a school. Foxjr years were spent

in the planning and "building of this school with wide counsel with many

persons in this field. We had, fortunately, a waiting list with detailed

social study reports on each case. We divided the 1200 into various cate-

gories. In a group, for instance, we had 50 quite helpless children.

Now, what is the sensible way to house this group of children? Without

thinking of what institutional practice was, we kept saying, "Just how

should thay be housec".?" Then what program should be given to them? We

thought sor.e training should be done, and we provided for such facilities.

Then, here is a group of middle grade children. What should we do with

them? They are rugged individuals; many of them have good health but

are quite irresponsible. What can be done with them? In all there were

fifty of these different groups and categories among the 1200 children.

Some groups we found quite capable. We tried to plan for all.

So we projected a large school building of hO classrooms, shops

and related un:ts. Ws projected cottages, soiie 30 in nunber, each one

of which would be a complete heme,because the Board said, "These are

largely children and they have the inalienable right to live in conditions

approaching as nearly as possible the normal." They thought they ought

to live in a corar^unitylike institution, in relatively small homes, and in

no congregate institution. They should have a form of training adapted to

their needs. Many of these they thought could be trained for self-support.

Four years were spent in the planning and building of the Train-

ing School of 75 structures on a 1500-acre property. It has brought great
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happiness to all associated vith it - the Board, the staff, the families

of these children and the children themselves. Mr. Williams has met some

of our people and they are as militant as I. Why are we militant? Be-

cause we have seen these children live there, with this happy pxxrposeful-

ness about them. For even the severely retarded child we have been able

to put teachers in their buildings to teach many of them some of the

simple things of living, getting some enjoyment out of life. For the more

capable we have sent out 750 in ten years who have earned $2,000,000 - a

far cry from permanent institutionalization. We have been able to bring

so much happiness into the families I It is tragedy enough to have one

of these children in your home, but when the child can go to a school of

this kind it means so much to the family

I

And then it has been apparently a satisfactory experience for the

taxpayers of our state. We, of course, had to sell it to them because

Connecticut is very conservative. To get seven million dollars out of

our Connecticut Yankees to build the school and to operate it was not an

easy task. We had to sell it to get it done. But today we have sold it.

It has been in operation 1^ years. It has apparently brought satisfaction

to the taxpayers and to so many others.

We have demonstrated these things can be done without excessive

costs. People come to see us, as they do from literally all over the

world, and they say, "This is beautiful. It looks like a college campus,

all these very attractive small buildings. It must have cost an awful

lot of money."

We explain that we have per bed costs which will interest them.

We can then state that in the era in which this school was built there

Colo. Stnte D<;p??rtr>ent

Public Welfare Library
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vere foiJir schools built completely - one in southeastern Michigan cost-

ing $5200 a hed; one in New York, a large, congregate institution, $4600;

this school cost $4200 a hed; and one in New Jersey $3820. So it is next

to the bottom in cost, yet it has complete facilities.

One of the factors in this relative low cost, we feel, is that

they are comparatively small buildings, and when you build the resident

type of building you have low cost of sub-foundations, there is little

steel in it, no elevators, standard mill work and other factors making for

low cost.

As to operating costs, to which the members of the General Assem-

bly, particularly those on the Appropriations Committee, look with sharp

eyes, we are able to tell them that of the seventeen institutions in our

state we are third from the bottom in operating costs. They know some-

thing of the product that is going out of the school, and if we can do it

at those figures we, of course, get their support. And with it all,

hundreds of families with a handicapped child have a new hope to replace

what has too often been despair and frustration.

m, AKDRUS: I think, Mr. Boselle, that the applause of this group

is testimony itself as to how well your remarks and your thinking have

been received.

Now, we did not promise anyone a short meeting. We are not going

to stretch it overly long, but at this point we would like to ask you to

move down to this end of the room where the machine is set up so that Mr

.

Roselle can show you the pictures of the institution and explain as he

goes along.

MR. BOSELIE: May I say this? You have been so very kind and
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coiirteous to me. I have spoken long "because of your interest and your

courtesy to me. I know some of you are busy and I vill thoroughly under-

stand if you must leave "before I show these pictures of the school.

Thank you.
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APPENDICES

A. A Study on Class ificaolon Procedures,

B. A Study on Administration in State Schools.

C. A Study on Functional Planning of Institutions,





A PROCEDURE FOB STUDY, CARE AND TRAINING

OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED

IN A STATE OR OTHER RESIDENT SCHCOL*

Ernest N. Rose lie, Superintendent
and

E. Louise H. Porter, Ph.D., Research Associate

Southbury Training School, Southbury, Corjiecticut

It is a grave responsibility to have other people's children

placed in one's care. Teachers feel this responsibility, nurses feel it,

camp directors feel it, -- but most of all it is felt by those who are

charged vith year-round residential care and training of children. No

single person can be all things to children in his care, and the responsi-

bility increases many fold vhen he is the administrator, the one who must

choose those persons who will work with him to influence the lives of

children belonging to others. As the size of the group increases and

more and more persons become a part of the staff of the resident school

or institution, the responsibility spirals upward for the superintendent.

The aim of each administrator is to develop methods which will

aid him and his staff to discharge this responsibility promptly, continu-

ously and ably. There are many facets to the absorbing task of caring

for other people's children. Some of these have been elaborated quite

clearly by others in our field. We should like to describe one of the

facets which we feel is outstandingly important. The senior author has

had experience with it for more than 30 years in administering three

^Presented at the Seventy-Eighth Annual Meeting of the American Associ-

ation on Msntal Deficiency held at the Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel,

Atlantic City, New Jersey, May 18-22, 195^.
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different types of resident schools and institutions for children and

youth and fo\ind it indispensable in each situation. The Junior author

has taken part in the technique for nearly eight years during all of

which time she served in a capacity vhich made her vividly avare of the

method employed. It vill be apparent that it has potentials for broad

application in other schools.

GROUP PROCESS TECHNIQUE

Our technique is a group process which involves all personnel

who are responsible under the superintendent for administration and super-

vision in the child-caring areas. In our state school for mentally re-

tarded children these areas are Nfedicine, Psychology, Education and

Training, Cottage Life, and Social Service. The personnel involved are

the Superintendent; the Director of Medical Services; the Director of

Psychological Services; the Director of Education and Training and, from

his department, the Principal of Schools, the Occupational Therapy Super-

visor and the Supervisor of Vocational Education; the Director of Cottage

Life and the Supervisors of the three villages into which the cottages

are grouped; the Director of Social Service; and the Research Associate.

These thirteen persons form the Committee on Child Study, Care and Train-

ing. The Superintendent is Chairman ex officio; the Director of Edu-

cation and Training is the presiding chairman except in the Child Study

Section, when the Director of Psychological Services presides; and the

Research Associate is secretary.

To this gs^oUpof people falls the function which is the core of

all the activities of the institution. This core is a series of individ-
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ually consecutive processes -- yet institutionally simultaneous -- of

receiving children into the Training School; their subsequent assignment

to cottages and to the care and training program; their direction in this

program; the study and measurement of their progress at periodic inter-

vals; the interpretation to their families; the eventual placement in

the community of those capable of such opportunity and also placement of

those of lesser ability who after they have received some training, can

be absorbed into the life of their families; and finally, the supervision

of those who are on placement as well as the guidance of the family mem-

bers and other citizens who are aiding the retardate in his community ad-

justment .

AUIomm OF COMMITTEE

The Superintendent, while holding the Connnittee closely respon-

sible for embodying the philosophy and policy of the School in all its

de(}isions, has nevertheless given to the Committee much autonomy. Herein

lies one of the major strengths of our plan of group procedure. Since

the Committee is responsible for the very heart of the institution —

the major responsibility for which the Training School exists and by

which its success is measured --it would be understanda^^le that with

this concept of institution function, the Superintendent would, of neces-

sity, expect to be a constant participant and that nothing could be more

important. The realities of the situation, however, alter such expec-

tations. The multitudinous demands made on the time and energy of the

administrator of this or any similar school makes it physically impos-

sible for one person to meet th© details of fch^ progi-«ain of r.hi.M rave anrl
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training and, at the same time, meet those other demands, many of which

are of the moment pressing and important, involving as they do public re-

lations, budgets, etc., etc. With the Committee on Child Study, Care

and Training in operation with its high degree of autonomy, the continu-

ity of direction, supervision and check on the all- important areas of

child care and training is assured. The Superintendent's chief responsi-

bility is continuously met, whether he is at hand or not.

It is highly essential that the work of the Committee at all

points along the course which a child moves is organized and developed

on a personal basis and in the light of all the scientific truths and

experiences available to each member. The work must be thoroughgoing

and the members expect to spend a considerable portion of their time and

energy on this function. Each individual performs his share but it is

the Committee &s a whole which sets the pace, considers the many and di-

verse aspects of the child and his future and formuJeoos the recommen-

dations that guide all members in their work with the child. To this end

all members are responsible to the Committee, either implicitly or ex-

plicitly, for functions which they carry on individually.

. CQMMITTFE PROCESS BEGINS

As scon as the child is brought to the institution for admis-

sion, the process begins to unfold. Signature fr.d brief admission data

are obtained and the Director of Cottage Life or- the appropriate Super-

visor talks with the parents or guardian. Accompanied by them, the

child is taken to the hospital for physical examination by a physician

who also obtains individual and family history from the parents to use in
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conjunction vith the history provided by the admitting agency. The child

is then taken to his cottage, where he or she has an immediate opportun-

ity to become a part of a group of boys or girls of approximately the

same age and mental ability. Through this method of admission, without

a reception cottage, the child is received as an active citizen of the

community and at once has a full and interesting program of activities.

Thus a situation is created in which we can best study our child.

In a few days the child is seen by members of the Education

and Training Department. If he is severely retarded he is given a trial

in one of the activity classes unless the teacher feels he is much too

hyperactive to fit into the group immediately. If the child is either

trainable or educable and of school age, he is assigned to a class by the

school Principal on the basis of achievement test results and social

maturity. If the child is beyond school age the Supervisor of Vocation-

al Education familiarizes himself with his or her educational and vo-

cational experiences both from the social history and the child's story

and learns from the Cottage Supervisor how adaptable the child has been

since admission. If the retardate is capable of training outside his

cottage, vocational assignments are explored with him and he is assigned

where interest is shown. Whenever this type of training is too ad-

vanced the child is referred to the Occupational Therapy Supervisor for

inclusion in the occupational therapy classes. One of the psychologists

soon learns to know the child in preparation for later testing and inter-

pretation. The social worker talks with the ohiJd and then interviews

the family in their home.
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STUDY GETS UNDER WAY

The admission phase is now complete and the administrative

and supervisory personnel, all members of the Child Study Committee,

are observing the child and helping their department members work with

him toward adjustment and happiness. Within four weeks after admission,

or as soon after that as possible if admissions are too heavy, the In-

itial Study of the child is undertaken.

This and all subsequent studies are under the direction of the

Director of Psychological Services. He receives reports from the di-

rectors of the other four child-caring departments covering evaluations

and recommendations for the child in the particular field of each.

During this study and observation period the Judical Depart-

ment has completed the physical examination and immunizing procedures,

and made etiological diagnosis where possible. The Director submits a

report covering such information on the health program and assignment

limitations as seem pertinent in planning the child's cottage and train-

ing assignments and in looking forward to prognosis as it appears at

this time

.

During this initial period the Education and Training Depart-

ment observes the child's progress in his school or vocational assign-

ment. The Director submits a report covering the child's attitudes to-

ward training and his responses to training, to his teacher or work

supervisor and to his peers. He offers recommendations for future

training assignments and the possibility of eventual placement in the

community.

Dxiring this observation and study period the Cottage Life De-
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partment makes a study of the child as he reveals himself in the cottage.

The Director!- and apprropa-late Supervisor ramiJiarlze themselves with the

child's home and family background through the case history so as to

gain a "better understanding of the child. The Supervisor passes on to

the cottage parents whatever information will aid them in helping the

child. The Director of Cottage Life submits a report covering the child's

reactions to his cottage parents, cottage mates and the program of activ-

ities, and describing the parent-child relationship observable at the

school. He also makes recommendations for future cottage change and the

possibility of eventual placement in the community.

D"uring this same period the Social Service Department has

learned to know the child and makes a study covering the following items;

the problem -- why the child was institutionalized; the home and family

background of the child, including record of any ant i-social behavior;

the parent-child relationship observable in the home; and the suitability

of the home for visit and eventual placement. The social worker helps

interpret the child's retardation and the School to the parents where

needed, and, likewise, interprets the heme to the child as the need

arises. The Director of Social Service submits a report of his findings

and offers recommendations about the home.

Paralleling the above studies, the Department of Psychological

Services studies the child in its field of interest, including the giv-

ing of adequate tests. The psychologist assembles the reports from the

Departments of Medicine, Education and Training, Cottage Life, and

Social Service and, on the basis of these reports and his own studies and

personal observations, develops a report for the Committee on Child Study,
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Care and Training covering the child's developmental history, his prob-

able capacities, limitations, interests, etc., and a digest of depart-

mental reports, with recommendations as to cottage assignment, training

program and need for special handling or therapy, and stating his prog-

nosis .

As these studies are prepared they are calendared for the Study

Agenca which is sent to all members. Each psychological study is ac-

companied by the reports of the department heads designated above and

all are typed in eight copies so that they can be shared among members

and retained in departmental files.

REPORTIiro TBE STUDY

The Director of Psychological Services, as cochairman, presents

to the Committee at its weekly meeting a complete report as outlined

above, and as developed by his department for each child on the agenda.

The responsibility of the Director of Psychological Services in the con-

ference is that of a clinician and, as such, he is to make every member

of the Committee as familiar as possible with pertinent facts which need

to be known about the child; submit recommendations as to program in as

specified a manner as seems indicated; and, in short, assist the Commit-

tee as fully as possible in its work of knowing the child so that it may

plan a good program and establish desirable objectives for him.

VALUE OF DISCUSSION

At the completion of the presentation of the study by the Di-

rector of Psychological Services the Committee members ask questions.
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make comments, add information to elaborate or illustrate a point and

have an open discussion of plans, goals and recommendations for the

child. The Director of Education and Training, as presiding chairman

of the Committee, is responsible for encouraging the fullest discussion

of each child by the Committee members.

In the freedom of this and all other discussions lies the

touchstone of success in our Committee technique. We are informal yet

purposeful; we are serious yet genial; ve have differing opinions yet

work together through a group process lontil a recommendation is reached

a recommendation ve feel is in the best interests of the child and his

future

.

THE PROGRAM IS FORMUIATED

The Director of Education and Training is responsible for

the formulation of the program for the child, based on the reports sub-

mitted and on the deliberations of the Committee. He, along vith the

School Principal and the Supervisor of Vocational Education, is re-

sponsible for making the specific assignment and reporting the same to

the Committee at its next meeting.

CASRYIKG OUT THE PROGRAM

The Director of Education and Training, in the functional

setup of the institution, is responsible for organizing and supervising

all school and vocational training programs except those of personal

household duties which the members of a family normally carry on in

their home. The latter, carried on in the cottages, are under the di-
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rection of Cottage Life

.

Any problems arising in school assignments are referred, by the

teachers to their respective supervisors, the School Principal or the

Occupational Therapy Supervisor. Any problem arising in the vocational

training assignments are referred to the Supervisor of Vocational Ed-

ucation. These persons, eech in his respective area and in conjunction

with the Director of Education and Training, study the problem and pro-

pose whatever action seems best, such as helping the teacher or assign-

ment supervisor vinderstand the child, reassigning the children, devising

new training techniques, regrouping the children, and the like. If the

problem is mainly one of poor conduct and cannot be overcome by the

assignment supervisor, it is handled jointly by the Department of Train-

ing and the Department of Cottage Life.

Any child wishing to discuss his vocational training assignment,

or who desires a change of assignment, is referred to the Supervisor of

Vocational Education. All changes in training assignments, with reasons

for same, are reported in typed form to the Committee by the Director of

Education and Training.

TRAINirJG WrTHIIJ THE COTTAGES

The Director of Cottage Life, in the functional setup of the

institution, is responsible for the care and training of children in the

area of home living. He, along with the appropriate supervisors, groups

the children in cottages, sets cottage training goals, plans the cottage

programs, helps the cottage parents and attendants understand the child

and counsels with them to develop methods to aid the child in reaching
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goals vithin his group. All changes in cottage assignments vith reasons

for same and all admissions, readmiesions and separations from the insti-

tution are reported in tsrped form to the Committee by the Director of

Cottage Life.

SPECIAL REFERRALS

Each Committee member has the privilege of initiating discus-

sion of any aspect of the life of any child in the Training School. This

is done by calling the Committee secretary or sending her the child's

name and topic to be discxissed. The s'ecretary schedules the discussion

on the Special Referral agenda for the next meeting. Referrals range

from a matter of simply informing the other Committee members of a situ-

ation which has developed around a child or his family to a knotty prob-

lem spreading into all departments and requiring early solution. Recom-

mendations for immediate and/or future action are developed and at tines

recommendations are made for referral at a later specified date so as to

review the situation. This latter method is especially valuable when

readiness for placement in the community is becoming imminent.

The Superintendent and department heads refer letters from

relatives or guardians whenever their requests require opinions not

covered by the usual, simpler procedures in effect. I>ftiny parents under-

stand the rols of the Committee in o\ir School philosophy and i.Tite asking

that their requests be considered by the Committee.

Whenever a child returns to the School from any absence except

regularly granted visits, a report of the absence is made to the Committee

as a Special Referral. The Cottage Life Department reports on return
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from runaway; the Social Service Department reports on return from place-

ment, extended visit and absence at another institution, except a mental

hospital^ and the Medical Department reports on return from community

hospitals and mental hospitals.

When case conferences are held with consultants or among per-

sons working directly with any child, the deliberations and conclusions

are reported to the Committee "by Special Referral.

RESTUDIES

Fiorther complete study of a child occurs as he moves along in

his training and we desire a detailed appraisal of his status. This

restudy is scheduled to occiir from one to three years after the Initial

Study. The same general form and procedure are followed, "but with such

abbreviation as seems indicated by the particular factors of the case.

Whenever any member of the Committee ascertains that a child

has attained those standards of conduct, resourcefulness and accomplish-

ment which seem strongly to assure success on placement, or when he be-

lieves that the problem which brought the child to the institution has

been solved, he requests a Placement Study by Special Referral. This re-

quest is discussed at the next meeting of the Committee and recommendation

for or against Placement Study is made.

PIACEMSNT ST'UDY

If Placement Study is agreed upon it is scheduled for the earli-

est available date. The procedure follows, in general, that established

for Initial Study and Pestudy. If, after Committee deliberation on the
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study, there is not unanimous decision for placement, the^ child is not

placed. If the decision favors placement, the name of the child and the

recommendation for type of placement program is entered on the Placement

Approved List, The Committee does not set the date for leaving. Place-

ment is made hy the Superintendent on the advice of the Directors of the

Departments of Education and Training, Social Service, and Cottage Life.

When the approximate date of placement is decided "by the Superintendent,

the Director of Social Service notifies each member of the Committee con-

cerned, so that each may carry out duties in connection with pending

placement and provide the Director of Social Service with specific in-

formation needed.

If the child's name has "been on the Placement Approved List

for more than three months before an appropriate placement can be found,

the Director of Social Service refers the matter of placement opportunity

to the Committee for clearance.

When parents or guardians request placement, this request is

sent to the Secretary of the Committee who obtains from the Director of

Social Service his recommendation concerning the home and then schedules

the request as a Special Referral for the next meeting of the Committee.

Placement Study is never recommended if the Director of Social Service

considers the home inadequate, but information is obtained about the

child in Committee to aid in answering the request. When the Director of

Social Service regards the home as entirely adequate, or adequate under

certain conditions, recommendation for Placement Study depends on the

attributes of the child: those obviously unprepared are not studied;

those who seem to be prepared and those about whom there is any indecis-
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ion, are studied.

When placement is made, an agreement is signed by the pereon

responsible for the child, one copy for the person signing the agreement

and one for the child's master folder. This agreement has previously

been approved through signatures of the Superintendent^ the Medical Di-

rector and the Director of Social Service.

DISCHARGE

Whenever the Director of Social Service believes that a child

has progressed sufficiently on placement so that he no longer requires

the guidance of social workers in handling his affairs, or that a child's

family can and will assume complete guidance, he reports the facts to

the Committee and requests discharge. Except in very unusual circum-

stances, this request is not made until the child has been on placement

for two years. The Committee makes recommendation to the Superintendent

who presents the names and most pertinent facts to the Board of Trustees

who act in the matter.

Children who run away from the institution, visit, or place-

ment may be recommended for discharge after an absence of two years.

If after reviewing a complete study of a child, the Committee

finds that he is neither mentally deficient nor epileptic -- one of

these diagnoses is necessary for admission to the Southbury Training

School -- and that, in their opinion, he will not profit by remaining

there, the Committee may reconmend discharge to the community. The wel-

fare of the child is safeguarded by the efforts of the Director of Social

Service to formulate some plan for the child with the family and with the
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agencies in the ccaamimity,

BEHAVIOR CLINIC

A feature of the Committee's activities is a Behavior Clinic,

under the direction of the Director of Psychological Services. Whenever

a child becomes a serious behavior or adjustment problem including all

sex perversions, runaways and such unusual behavior that segregation is

necessary, the department head under whose supervision the matter arises,

refers the problem to the Director of Psychological Services by means of

a report covering the pertinent facts of the behavior, with copies to the

child's master folder and to the Director of Cottage Life when others

make the referral.

The Director of Psychological Services initiates a study of

the child, develops svch. therapy as seems indicated and makes such recom-

mendations to the referring department as he deems wise. He reports to

the Ccamnittee any Behavior Clinic studies that he believes will lead to

a more widespread linderstanding of children, problems and solutions of

problems

.

In the interest of free exchange of thought, the meetings are

open at any time for discussion of any child or for general discussion

of any topic bearing on child care and training.

RECORDING DISCUSSION

Throughout all the meetings, as the Committee considers each

item on the agenda and any others which develop as the meeting proceeds,

the secretary records the discussions and reports in the minutes any
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salient features of each and the recommendations made. Copies of the

minutes are distributed to all numbers.

The child's master folder has a section into which minutes per-

taining to the particular child are transcribed, thus providing perma-

nent record of the Committee's thinking on evaluation, plans and recom-

mendations for the child. The original copies of the departmental re-

ports ccanprising each study are also filed in the folder.

A DEMOCRATIC GBOUP PROCESS

The discussions and operation of our Committee on Child Study,

Care and Training represent the working of a truly democratic process.

All members understand the School's philosophy, its administrative needs

and the importance of fulfilling the needs of the children in our care,

and they assume responsibility for fitting all together realistically.

While there is a chairman and a cochairman, to all intents and purposes

their role is not that of autocratic leader but that of guide. The

leadership shifts from individual to individual as the problems under

consideration change. If this group process were to degenerate into a

technique whereby any member wielded more influence than another, or it

became necessary to settle policy through the taking of a vote, the

process would lose its value. Its unique character rests upon the fact

that the exchange of ideas is free and easy, and that decisions come

from group consensus.
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